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News In Brief
Murray native to leave AP post
to accept new job with Gannett

Prospective
candidates'
deadline
draws near

NEW YORK (AP) - Thomas J. Fenton, a native of Murray,
Ky., is leaving his job as bureau chief for the Associated Press in
Frankfurt, West Germany.
According to AP President and General Manager Louis D. Boccardi, Fenton is being replaced by Stephen H. Miller, 43, head of
operations for The Associated Press in Scandinavia.
Y-.GENE-MaCU-TCHEO4W
Penten-,s-resigntrig-from the- AP post to join Garuiett Company
Staff Writer
Inc.
Prospective candidates for
In his new post. Miller will direct news and photo coverage in
seats on the Calloway County or
Central and Eastern Europe and oversee the sale of AP services
the Murray Independent boards
throughout Germany, Switzerland, Austria. Luxembourg, and
of education have until Aug. 28.
Eastern Europe.
1986 to file petitions with County
He joined the AP in his hometown of Columbus, Ohio, in 1966
Clerk Teresa Rusping.
after graduation from Earlham College in Richmond, Ind. He
On the ballot this year will be
was subsequently correspondent in charge of the Cleveland office
two seats on the Calloway County school board - the district
and then AP's business news editor in New York before entering
one position currently held by
the foreign service in 1977 as correspondent in Berlin.
Walter Byars and the district
In 1978. Miller became East European correspondent, based in
three slot of Red Overbey. •
Belgrade. and a year later, he was appointed chief of bureau in
Three seats will be decided in
Vienna. In 1982, he was named deputy marketing and business
the Murray Independent School
director for AP-Dow Jones in Europe and the Middle East, a post
board election. They are curhe held until being named chief of Scandinavian services, with
_rentjy
held by Doris Cella, Tom
headquarters in Copenhagen. in 1985.
Rushing and Mike Baker.
Fenton, 41, has been Chief of bureau in Frankfurt since 1983. A
native of Murray. he joined the AP in Albuquerque, N.M., in 1973 ' As of today, no candidates
have filed for_ the election,
- and transferred to The AP foreign service in 1977 in Mexico City,
A major difference in the _t!afo
'later serving as corresondent in Panama City and chief of bureau
- elections, which will both be on
In Santiago before moving to Germany.
the Nov.4, 1986 General Election
ballot, is that the Calloway
board members are elected by
the voters from a specific
district while Murray board
members are elected at-large by
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - William J. Schroeder, who had
voters in the Murray school
hoped -to-gain 10 years of life with an artificial heart, died after 20
district.
months filled with strokes and setbacks and two extra
Also this year, for the first
Christmases with his family. He was 54.
time since 1b62, the Calloway
The plastic-and-metal totimp he once likened to -an old-time
School board has realigned
threshing machine" kept him alive for 620 days. The second of
school district boundaries which
five permanent artificial heart recipients, Schroeder lived the
will result in some voters being
longest with the implant and on Wednesday became the last to
in a different district than in
die.
previous years.
Dr. William C. DeVries, who implanted Schroeder's Jarvik-7
Following the 1984 county
heart on Nov. 25, 1984, said he will remember Schroeder's battle
school board election, some
to stay alive.
voters, as well as candidates,
"The-thing I remember last about Bill Schroeder is all of the
were disgruntled about confuthings that kept him alive," he said.
sion at the polls created by a
"It's incredible to look at him and all these times we thought
reinterpretation of the district
the heart would be the thing that would finish him off," said
boundary lines.
DeVries. "But he kept alive throughout it and a lot of that was
The school board, in 1985,
due to his personal strength and his attitude."
redrew the boundaries between
the five districts in an effort to
accomplish two purposes, according to Supt. Jack Rose. The
113, the Associated Press
new boundaries (described with
a map on page nine) are designWASH!‘GTON - The close House vOte upholding President
ed to:
Reagan's veto of a bill limiting textile and shoe imports may
• equalize the distribution of
represent the high water mark for protectionist forces in Conpopulation in each district, and;
gress this year.
• insure that each precinct in
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration is sending top
the county election has only one
U.S. arms control negotiators to Moscow to solicit a Soviet
school board race listed.
response to the latest American nuclear weapons proposals in
In past years, as many as
order to accelerate preparations for a 1986 Reagan-Gorbachev
eight precincts had more than
summit meeting
one school district race listed on
WASHINGTON - The Senate turns to debates over nerve gas
the ballot because school bounand nuclear test bans as it tries to finish a bill authorizing next
dary lines and precinct bounyear's Pentagon budget. The House, meantime, bogs down as it
dary lines were not concurrent.
plows through a parallel bill.
• In the 1984 election, voters at
WASHINGTON - Senate Democrats are still searching for
the Calloway High precinct had
hard evidence to renew a challenge to William H. Rehnquist's
three school board races on the
nomination as chief justice, after a week-long battle over conballot-ad some voters, as well
fidential Nixon administration documents.
as electfon officials, was unsure
WASHINGTON - The heat wave and drought that are gripping
the Southeast this summer will have little effect on food Prices
(('ont'd on page 9)
this year. says an Agriculture Department economist.

Longest living artificial heart
patient, William Schroeder, dies

Elsewhere...
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Cutting the quince

Murrayan Robert Butler uses a pair of clippers to trim the quince
bushes at Fourth and Sycamore
streets this morning as evidence of his work collects in the foregroun
d. Butler is an employee of the
Kentucky Department of Highways.
mail photo 1), Ii.si.t Jut I.

KSP chairman says efforts will be made
to hear from troopers in evaluation
FRANKFORT, Ky 1AP The chairman of the Kentucky
State Police Administrative and
Management Evaluation Coinmittee says the group will make
a special effort to hear from individual troopers. but may not
have much success.
"It's going to be tough to get
very many of them to talk to
us," said Kentucky State
University President Raymond
Burse. who- was selected chair-

man of the five-member panel.
has settled on eight genera;
"We want to talk to people on areas to be reviewed. Burst'
the line every day." he said. said.
"We're going to encourage of- Entranc0 requirements for
ficers to talk to us as much as recruits and training of officerpossible."
- Compensation
The committee has already
- Leadership an -1
received some suggestions on
management.
where to look, many in the form
-.Evaluation and inspecti, n
of anonymous telephone calls specifically of post operations
and letters. nurse said.
- Career development f. ,!
Following three organizational meetings, the committee (eont'd on page 9)
INF

Appointed superintendent supported,
but candidates won't campaign for it
LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1AP Most of the men who are expected to run for governor in
1987 say they do not plan to take
an -active role in campaigning
for the proposal to make the
state school superintendent an
appointed official.
Six candidates said they support the proposal, which will be
on the ballot this November.
All six also said they support

the other proposal on the ballot
this fall, which would permit
Kentucky's big-city - mayors to
seek re-election to as many as
three terms. Though mayors are
now limited to only one term, the
mayoral amendment is not likely to be as controversial as the
superintendent proposal.
• In recent interviews, only Lt.
Gov_ Steven Reshear and former
Gov. Julian Carroll - both

Democ rats - s‘tio
• .
campaign for the sH.ennitc:.
dent proposal if asked.
Another Democrat. lir t
Stumbo. said that v.
favors the amendrnen:
doubts that it would br,•-..1.• ••-••
progress to education tho;
supporters claim.
School reformers contend rtLi:
on page. ?)

Tax overhaul
negotiators
eye IRA law

Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 7, 1782, George
Washington created the Order of the Purple Heart, a decoration
to recognize merit in enlisted men and noncommissioned officers. The first recipients were honored the following May.

Today's Index
One Section - 16 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics.
13
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope ..
6
Murray Today
4, 5, 6, 7
Obituaries
9
Perspective
3
Sports
10, 11
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The' Murray Lodger &
Tinos by 530 p rr Monday
Friday or by 3 30 p
Satur ley
are urged to ,all 751-1916 bet
\vefn 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Mcuulay through Friday, or
3:30_41.10..Satur
days. Office Hours - 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday.
•.m.-12 p.m Saturday.

AS1117.C;TON
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LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky La)te .
357.4
Barkley Lake
357.4

11 a T •

ss
'r
P 'par1ng
may be the linal compromise
fer to thcir House counterparts
are considermii allowing Rlarl
workers 1-overed
c:ompan
pensiomlo retain deductible In
dividual Retrrement
Sen Bob Packwood. li.tlre
leader of the 11.member Sena I.
Izargaimnig_.group,
—_
ing his colleagues tod,,
privately discuss the
pOsal. which. was outlined n
document titled •'f.r,alr•tr
Senate Offer"
According to the dot-twit-1
the new proposal would allow :di
workers not covered by cow,
pans' pensions to deduct con
tributions up to $2.000 a year to
an IRA, just as under present .
P4W, ,
Ijjjddjtjn,,workers...- who.
T
covered by a company pension
plan and earn up to $35.000. or
$50.000 for a couple,
ould

to,

Murray Civic Music Association appreciates all the civicminded persons who support it.
They especially thank those w
have been loyal members
through 28 years of growth.
Charter member P.A. Cogdell
has supported MCMA through-the years. A 34 year employee of
Boone Cleaners, he has had a
life-time interest in music. This '
interest is shared by his four
children. Presently, he is study,
ing piano and is directOr of
music t.the Free Will -Baptist
Church':
-

hi

'MCMA -Drive - Week_ Aug:
25-29 Headquarters - Bank of Murray. Main lobby.

F.A. I'ogdell

4
'ont'd on page 91
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MCMA salutes
F.A. Cogdell

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly
cloudy and warm with a 70
percent chance of thundershowers. Locally heavy rains
will be possible. Low will be
in the lower 70s. Southwest
wind will be 5 to 15 Mph. Friday will be partly cloudy,
very warm and humid with a
40 percent chance of thunder
showers. High will be ih the
upper '0s
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Superintendent...
((ant'd from page 1)
an appointive superintendent
would be an important step in
removing the state Department
of Education from partisan
politics and would provide continuity to educational policy.
Under the proposal, the
superintendent would be chosen
by a 13-member state board of
education. Board members
would be appointed by the
governor to staggered six-year
terms, with the appointment
subject to confirmation by the
Kentucky Senate.
Wallace Wilkinson. a
Democratic contender from
Lexington. said that he intends

Top 10 states in receiving
mobile home shipments
Florida
N Carolina

Texas
Georgia
S Carolina
Alabama
California
Louisiana
Tennessee
Michigan

33.5
27.31
26.5
20.2
15.1
12.5
In thousands
10.0
of units
8.9
8.9
8.3,

Chicago Tribune Graphic: Source: National
Conterence-otStates on Building Codes and
Standards

to vote for the amendment and
hopes it will pass. but that he
will not campaign for it.
Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine
Grove. recalled that he voted to
put the proposition on the ballot
and said it has his personal
support.
Larry Forgy, a likely candidate for the Republican gubernatorial nomination, said adoption of the amendment would
mean stronger educational
leadership.
The Lexington attorney said
he has known all of the elected
superintendents during the past
30 years and, without naming
names, said that only one or two
have been strong figures.
A member of one citizens'
group backing the amendment
said he did not expect it to

become an issue in the gubernatorial race.
The voters will decide the
amendment's fate long before
the May 1987 primary, said
Robert Sexton, executive director of the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence.
"We're delighted that all this
political leadership is pitching in
and supporting it," Sexton said.
In declaring his support. Carroll said six-year terms for
board members and the provision for their confirmation by
the Senate are important to pre!'
vent a governor from seizing
control of the board.
Former Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.. a Democrat who may also
run for governor in 1987, was
unavailable for comment.

Official declines McDonald inquiry
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The attorney general's office
has declined a request to investigate allegations that
Superintendent of ;Publit Instruction Alice McDonald used
state workers for personal and
political purposes.
The office must have solid
evidence before initiating such
an investigation, spokeswoman
Vicki Dennis said Wednesday.
She said the request had been
submitted by Concerned
Citizens and Businessmen _of
Central Kentucky, headed by

Don Wiggins.
Wiggins called for an investigation after published
reports alleged that McDonald
had used Department of Education employees to do her nails
and hair and to act as her
chauffeur.
McDonald, expected to be a
candidate for lieutenant governor, has been widely criticized
during the- last year for her administration of the department.
Attorney General David Armstrong had .previously declined
Concerned Citizens' request to

investigate Gov. Martha Layne
Collins for what Wiggins said
were corrupt practices.
Dr. Bill Collins, the husbandof
the governor, allegedly + had
solicited investments from people who had business dealings
with the state. Wiggins said that
if Dr. Collins had done anything
wrong, the governor would be
just as guilty because she is
married to him.
Wiggins said he was disappointed by the latestrebuff from
Armstrong's office.

Joe Pat Cohoon receives
state police commendation
Joe Pat Cohoon of Murray, a
detective with Post I of the Kentucky State Police, has received
a commendation for his efforts
in recent drug arrests and convictions in the Jackson Purchase area.'
The award was presented to
Cohoon, 39, by Capt. Marvin
Franklin, post commander, at a
recent post meeting.
Cohoon,a member of the state
police since 1972, was cited for
his effortwln tartiresis orNw-ci.
major cocaine and marijuana
dealeri in the Post I arfa." according to a ,KSP spokesman.
The arrests led to the seizure of
$1 million of property and tother
charges by the IRS for tax evasion on the two subjects, Tony

•

Fugitive arrested
in west Kentucky
Kentucky State Police arrested a man wanted by Colorado authorities Wednesday,
after receiving a tip that the
fugitive was in the area.
Charles Clark Lutrell, 21, was
picked up in Livingston County
near Grand Rivers on a fugitive
from justice warrant issued by
Colorado. The arrest was made
by KSP detective Steve Glenn
and the Livingston County
Sheriff's office.
Lutrell allegedly escaped
from the Buena Vista Correctional Center in Colorado, according to KSP reports.

114

and Van Childress of Murray.
The Childresses are currently
serving sentences in the federal
correctional facility at Lexington. Ky.

Fatal injury
results from
truck accident

.•
-•• •
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8.99
to 18.99
18.99 Levi'so classic 5-pocket jeans for young
men Straight-leg or boot-cut style in 100%
cotton denim,
14.99 Levi's. western jeans tOr big boys.
Straight-leg style in prewashed cotton denim.
Regular and slim sizes.
18.99 Levi's. straight-leg western jeans for
prep boys In prewashecl cotton denim.
8.99 Levi's° western jeans for little boys ,
Straight-leg style in rugged denim of polyester/
cotton Regular and slim.

,144

Deaths reported
at Pyro Mining's
Palco No. 13
--:i-vce-V

You're looking smarter than ever "r
rrl
•111116 .1 C Penney Company mr

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Dennis Harper has recently
joined the staff at Murray Vocational Center.
Harper. originally from Trigg
County, has lived in the Murray
area for approximately seven
years and will be the new
carpentry.teacher at.the center.
With his partner, Steve Arant,
Harper's most recent project
was the construction of the
obstacle course at the National
Boy Scout Museum.
Arants' decision to return to
school "forced me into looking"
at another career, Harper said.
Harper said he heard about
the job opening at,the vocational
center and went and talked to
Jim Lawson, principal. He then
taught an adult night class last
spring.
He explained that he had attended a methods of instruction
and a power tool maintenance
workshop as well as a curriculpm development clasg this
summer in.preparation for the
fall. —

students the bastes and fundamentals of carpentry so that
when they -leave they will be
"...employable people who are
capable..good dependable
_workers with a good attitude." According to Chuck RobertPlans for the school year inson. Kentucky State Police in- clude continuation of the
formation officer, Georgeann
building of portable storage
Inglis. th,e driver of the vehicle, buildings that can be built at the
apparently fell asleep at the
vocational center. Harper said.
wheel about 2 a.m. today.
Harper added that most
The tractor-trailer ran off the carpentry teachers in the area
+shoulder of the road and down build houses but with the
an embankment. Inglis was schedule at the local center, this
thrown fro the cab of the trac- would be difficult. Instead, he
tor and pinned underneath the hopes in the future to be be able
to build a modular home in the
wreckage, Robertson said.
shop that would involve elec▪ The truck and trailer traveled
trical and appliance classes in
about 600 feet from the road
the construction.
before coming to rest and catThe restoration of horseching fire. The tractor was drawn vehicles is a hobby of his.
destroyed by the fire and the "I'm kind of torn between the
trailer, which was loaded with old ways and the new ways
plastic auto parts, was'heavily carpentry." Harper explained.
damaged in the accident.
"I am amazed with the things
Inglis was a driver for Swaim
they did in the old days." he
Trucking, Inc., of Elwood, Ind., added.
according to KSP reports.
He worked in Louisiana in
historical restoration for a time.
He said one very large learning
experience was the relocation of
a mansion and outbuildings.
If his students indicate an interest in the old methods,
Harper said he would certainly
bring his knowledge into the
classroom.
Harper lives south of Murray
with his wife. Teresa, who has
recently been employed as a
dietician at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and his sonswho
is almcist two-years-old.
Lawson said there are openings for adults in the vocational
program either as part-time
students with three hours a day
or full-time students with six
hours a day. He adds that the
classes are approved for financial aid.
"I feel like I could have some
sort of impact on young people's
and adult's lives." Harper said.
and to give them a "headstart"
on a career.

No..• -

Prices Effective through Saturday

Harper joins
Voc. Center
staff here

Ind.. wornan was fatally injured
early this morning when the
tractor-trailer rig she was driving crashed and burned near
Wingo.

• .-3

Dennis Harper

•••••••

JCPenney
Chestnut lulls Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

The drought deepens%
L.C. and LaVone +irtiith of(ernesville, Ga. show the extent of the
drought In one of three ponds that have dried tip on their farm
recently. Normally this pond is 15 feet deep at this point. They
have sold all their stock because they have no water for them.

One coal miner was electrocuted and another died when
a section of steel rolled off a
mine locomotive he was
operating and lodged between
hischest
omcur
and
a saide mine roof.
mine
Lloyd S. Whitney, 48, of
Marion died of electrocution at
Pyro Mining Co.'s Palco No. 13
mine in Webster County. Lucas
said. The accident happened
about 1;20 p.m. Wednesday
about one mile from Wheatcroft
In the western part of the
county.
The other accident killed
15-year miner Ronnie Varney,
33, of Meta. said David Phillips.
Pikeville district supervisor for
the state mine department.

4
•
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PERSPECTIVE

By M.C. Garrott

Give a warning
tion. Labels are ineffective,
the industry argues, and alcoholic beverages aren't
analogous to cigarettes anyway. The liquor industry correctly notes that any amount
of smoking is harmful, but
moderate consumption of alcohol generally is safe, so
long as the drinker foregoes
driving.
Granted, it's a bit more difficult to make a case for labeling booze than it is for cigarettes. But even moderate
drinking during pregnancy
can cause birth defects in
fetuses, and the havoc that
excessive drinking can cause
at any time in life is well documented.
We are not so naive as to
imagine that a warning label
alone would deter a problem
drinker from having just one
more. But labels help foster a
social climate in which the
overuse of alcohol no longer
is considered amusing or
smart. Congress can help the
effort along by endorsing
warning labels on alcoholic
beverages.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
mer commencement exercises.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks who
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward
served for six years as fifth
were,honored at an open houss
president of Murray State
at their home on North Eighth_
University was called the "right Street in celebrat
ion of their 25th
RIM_ for hise' yesterdaladñnniveary on July 24.
the university's administration
Dr. T.T. Crabtree of
building was officially named
Oklahoma City. Okla., will be
Sparks Hall in his honor.
speaker at a revival meeting at
Murray High School Band will
First-Baptist Church, Aug. 8-14.
leave tomorrow for its fourth
W. Rudolph Howard will direct
consecutive year of summer
the music. Dr. H.C. Chiles is
camp at Lambuth College, pastor.
Jackson, Tenn. Band directors
Thirty years ago
are Joe Sills, James Light and
The First Baptist Church will
Frank Schwab.
construct a mission building on
The paintings of Randy ThurSouth Ninth Street Extended.
mond, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Building committee members
Thurmond, will be on display at
are Eugene Geurin, Denny
an open house on Aug. 8 at MurSmith, Alvin Harrell, Solon
ray Art Guild.
Darnell and Claud Vaughn.
The Rev. Johnson Easley will
Mrs. George Hart, high school
be speaker at a revival at Coles
chairman of Kentucky Congress
Camp Ground United Methodist
of Parent-Teacher Association,
Church, Aug. 8-13, according to
attended a three-day leadership
the Rev. Charles Yancey, trining conferen
ce at University
pastor.
of Kentucky, Lexington, July 31
Twenty years ago
to Aug. 2.
Airman Donald D. Danner,
Mrs. Jack Frost of Murray
son of Mr. and Mrs. H.T. Danner
will be a leader at Annual School
of Murray, has been selected for
of Missions and Christian Sertechnical training as a comvice for Methodist Women of
munications electronics
Memphis Conference, Aug.
specialist at Keesler Air Force
13-17, at Lambuth College,
Base, Mississippi.
Jackson, Tenn.
Gene Hendon, son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Yandall Wrather
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, received
have as their guests her sister.
his Master of Science and DocMrs. John H. Shouse, Mr.
tor of Dental Surgery degrees
Shouse, and children, Henry Acfrom University of Alabama at
ton, Carolyn Jean and Joan
Birmingham on Aug. 5 in sumWesley, of Waspington, D.C.

Folks at HarniSseeking historical
help as they plan for a centennial
I had a letter the other day
from William R. Lumry, a
faithful reader of the -Galley"
down near Hamlin. He wrote to
ask for some help.
Hamlin, he writes, will
celebrate 100 years of postal service to its area on Sept. 14.
They're planning a big day of
celebration featuring pit
barbecue prepared by my friend
of many years out at Murray
State, Butch Sayers "and
company."
I was even invited to attend and I might, being as they will
be serving barbecue. I am a real
"barbecuolic"!
Mr. Lumry has lived in this
area since 1981. As for the
Hamlin celebration, he has
volunteered to gather pictures,
anecdotes and as much history
of the Hamlin area as he can lay
his hands on. He plans to use it
all in a booklet being put
together, and, hopefully, which
will be available the day of the
celebration.
Time is running out on him.
That's why he has asked for
help.
• • •
"Having spent most of my life
In towns in Iowa and Illinois
where obtaining access to such
information was as simple as
making a couple phone calls and
a stop at City Hall and the
library," he writes, "I was totally unprepared for the almost
complete lack of readily
available information on the.
Hamlin-area."
Hence, his call for help.
The day_is planners, he says,_
de-Ciiie-a some time ago to

assemble as much data as possible into a scrapbook, using the
postal service centennial as
Weir vehicle, before descendants of the original settlers
moved or passed away.
"If we don't get it now, it may
not be available later," he
writes.
Unfortunatley, he says, Mrs.
Gerry Reed at the Calloway
County Library has only two pictures pertaining to Hamlin in
her file of more than 500.
"Although I have several
older people to talk to yet, it is
obvious that we need to use
every means to seek out people
with pictures, newspaper clippings, anecdotes or memory of
some of the history of the area,"
he writes.
• • •
Generally, Mr. Lumry and
those helping him are anxious to
talk with anyone who has
pre-1930 pictures of the Hamlin
area, the buildings that were
there or descendants of the
original families in the
community.
More specifically, he writes,
they are seeking descendants of
Peter S. Hamlin and Virginia
Ann ( Micheaux Hamlin. who
came to Calloway County in 1839
and built "the Hamlin House"
(Seclusaval ). His early research
indicates other early 1-lamlin
names to be Coleman and
Brasswell.
They also are looking for pictures of past postmasters at
Hamlin, their names of whom

and their dates of service
they've obtained from the U.S.
Post Office archives in
Washington.
Pictures of the old store
buildings which housed the
Hamlin Post Office from 1880 to
1930 before it was moved to its
present location especially are
being sought.
Any anecdotes, historical tidbits or old newspaper clippings
received also will be made
available to Mrs. Reed for inclusion in the book on Calloway
County she is putting together.
Mr. Lumry promises.
• • •
•
"Any pictures anyone will let
us borrow will be carefully and
expertly copied for us by the
library's official photographer,"
he writes, "with a copy being added to the library collection.
"The original, of course we
promise, will be returned to its
owner unless it is to be donated
to the scrapbook. As much
credit as possible will be given
the source of the pictures."
Once completed, the historical
scrapbook will be kept in the
Hamlin Post Office for anyone
who wishes to look at it, Mr.
Lumry says.
"If our area continues to grow
as rapidly as it has the past 10
years, Hamlin may someday be
an incorporated village," he
says, . "and, hopefully,, this
scrapbook will provide future
Calloway Countians an others a
valuable historical reference."
So, if you have something pictures, clippings or simply

tales handed down - related to
the Hamlin area and its early
history. Mr. Lumry and his colleagues would really love to
have it.
You can reach him by writing
Bill Lumry, HCR Box 58-A,
Hamlin, Ky. 42046. or you can
call him at 436-5444. preferably
in the evening. They're trying to
do something really worth while
and he'll appreciate your help
• • •
Speaking of names, I wbrider
how many of these "Calloway
Countians" can trace their roots
back to some of our early
families, perhaps some to the
Hamlin area.
They were listed as "calloway
Countians" among the 283 summer graduates at Murray State
who are winding up their degree
requirements this week.
The 50 or so listed as being
from our county included:
All Ansarian, Mohammed R.
Soltani, Babatunde Okogie
Alemoh, Amir Mohsen AssadiRad, Zuhair Mohammed Hijab.
Abdolarmir Kazeranibambai,
Mohammed Ebrahim Mahjoub,
Ali Zeyriaizadehgan and Akhtar
Jamal.
.• •
I saw a clevev bumper sticker
on a car the other day which
made._rne think of my wife. It
read, "A WOrnan's Place is in
The Mall."
That's the first thing Cathryn
will ask St.,Peter when she gets
to Heaven: "How do I get to the
mall?"
y••••,..,,••6*
-z7

Letter To
The Editor

Civitans set
for telethon
this Saturday
Dear Editor:
The time is here. Saturday,
August 9, from 1 to 9 p.m.. the
Murray Civitan Club will have
its second annual telethon. All
monies received from this
telethon will be used for the
benefit of the mentally and
physically handicapped in Murray and Calloway County. The
success of this telethon is particularly important this year.
Governmental funding of programs for the mentally and
physically handicapped has
been cut back. This has occured
at a time when the needs of these
special people in our community
Are growing. Right now the
W.A.T.C.H. center at 702 Main
St. needs to expand.
Although our community has
been very cooperative to this
point, the early contributions
are not coming in as fast as they
did last year. This does not
NEW YORK (AP) discourage us. It heightens our
Premium product makers and
dedication. We want to thank
those who would like to be. take
everybody who has helped us in
heart. One of the nation's
this noble cause. We also want to
leading advertising agencies
remind everybody to tune in to
says a creature called the
T.V. channels 28 and 34 as well
ultraconsumer is ready, willing
as radio WSJP. 11:30 on the
and eager to buy what $:7(u're
A.M. band. The telethon will
selling.
feature local talent and some inIn a new study, Grey Advert'sformative interviews regarding
mg Inc. says it discovered the
the programs for the mentally
group while trying to find out
and physically handicapped in
who was keeping new gourmet
our community. The telethon
shops and clothing boutiques in
will be telecast from the
business, bringing vintage wines
Calloway County High School
studios, with the cooperatidn of
Murray Cablevision, Inc.
We are looking forward to a
19144 Metimeight Strad hit
great telethon, with lots of fun.
All who wish to contribute may
use one of three options:
1. They may bring their contribution to the Calloway County
High School studios and drop it
in the money jar while the
telethon is in progress.
2. They may phone in 'their
pledge, using one of the phone
numbers that will be
telecast/broadcast during the
telethon.
3. Or. they may mail their contribution to me at the address
given below.
We encourage everyone' to
tune.- in. Dig deep! • Give
generously!
Sirfcerety.
R.B. Barton Jr.. President
Murray Civitan Club
811 N. 19th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Business Mirror

By Skip Wollenberg

Agency researches premium-product market

Thoughts In Season
by Ken Wolf
Sometimes we belabor the obvious - and sometimes we
overlook it. The latter is probably
more often the case with the virtues of friendship, a term we use
loosely, and infrequently.
The first century ( BC) Roman
orator Cicero was less willing to
take friendship for granted. His
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Garrott's Galley

Good booze equals good
times, or so you might think
from the relentlessly upbeat
advertising for alcoholic
beverages. Congress could go
a long way toward countering
that skewed impression by
adopting sensible legislation
that would require warning
labels on containers of beer,
wine and hard liquor.
The inspiration for such labeling comes, of course, from
the warning messages that
the federal government requires on cigarettes and
smokeless tobacco. For alcoholic beverages, a manufacturer would have several
labels from which to choose:
those that warn against
drinking during pregnancy,
while taking other drugs and
before driving and others that
spell out the health risks of
drinking too much. The manufacturer would have to
switch messages after a year.
It's no surprise that the liquor industry is lobbying
hard to defeat the legislation,
which is supported by the
American Medical Associa-

t (A sT 7, i 9ari

essay "On Friendship" contains
these words:
Friendship..,both adds a
brighter glow to prosperity
and relieves adversity by
dividing and sharing the
burden...When a man
thinks of a true friend, he is
looking at himself in the
mirror.
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to the editor are welcomed and
Letters must not be more than
encouraged. All letters must be 500 words. Longer letters
cannot
signed by the writer and the be published.
writer's address and phone
Editors reserve the right to
number must be included for condense or reject any letter
_verification. The phone number and limit frequent writers.
will not be published.
Address correspondence to:
Letters should be typewritten Editor: The Murray Ledger &
and double-spaced if possible Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
and should be on topics of 42071.
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Ultraconsumers a big buying force

(*RAIF1FIrrr

to every cocktail party and
depleting the store shelves of
premium ice cream, popcorn.
salad dressing and mustard.
It couldn't be a newly affluent
society, Grey executives reasoned. That group hasn't grown
much in the past decade, they
said.
Young urban professionals
were also discounted as a major
factor behind the move toward
premium goods. The Grey executives said there are simply
too few of them as well
Grey researchers found instead a group that it calls
ultraconsumers - estimated to
be 26 million strong and hailing
from a wide range of income,
age and occupational
backgrounds
What they shared is an
attitude
"As a group they feel- theycan. in fact they must, have it
all," said Barbara S. Feigin, executive vice president at Grey
and head of its -marketing and
research department.
Based on'interviews with 181
adults maieing more than $25,000
a year and ranging in -age from
21 tp 50. Grey researchers found
that a majority it called
oltraconsumers demonstrated a
distinct preference for premium
products, from sparkling water
to personal electronics and
designer clothes.
While ultraconsumers have
some traditional goals, they see

4.1.0.•••••••••••.4•••••
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themselves as being very different from their parents in how
they live and spend their money.
Mrs. Feigin said.
They are • more apt to he
single. childless and urban than
their traditional counterparts.
but ultraconsumers were also
found among the married, those
living with children and those
living in small towns.
Even though they may have to
go into debt for some premium
items, the ultraconsumers are
optimistic about the future and
have a shopping wish list that
"just won't quit." Mrs. Feigin
said.
Ultraconsumers go for
premium` products even if the
items themselves don't cost
much - "inexpensive luxuries." noted Richard M Karp.
OX'ecutive vice president for
creative services at Grey He
said that makes---tritt .uuuiiierS"
potential targets for a wide
range of companies that decide
to market their products as the
bestir% the category.
Timex Corp.. for instance, is
directly targeting ultraconsumers with its introduction of
more stylishwa tches. according
to.
John
e
Grace, a vice president
at Grey who oversees Timex
commercials. Next week. ltre
Waterbury. Conn.-based company plans to introduce several
new lines of watches for women.
according to C. Michael Jacobi,
vice president of marketing and
sales worldwide at Timex.

*
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MURRAY TODAY
An oil company divi
sion has reached a safety milestone that would
be the equivalent of ont•
person working 4260
years straight for eight
hours a day without a
lost-time accident. The 9
million hours is at
tribute(' by Phillips
LYNN, Mass.(API —
Petroleum to an exten- Five-year-old Brent
sive sa et y a wareness Meldrum knew just
program
what to do when his
young playmate began
choking on some candy.
He ignored his
mother's yells to stay
away, calling, "No, Ma,
I saw what to do on TV,"
as he expelled a piece of
candy from his friend's
n
italY
throat, probably saving
LIVia WSW
her life

li„r
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Couple to be married on August 30
Five-year-old saves
playmate from death

umL.LAD

MOVIES
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11
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41
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Ends Tonite• Poltergeist IliPG 13
Ends Tonite•i
Back To School(PG 13(
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"He's my boyfriend
and my hero." Tanya
Branden. 6, said Tuesday after he saved her
from choking. "but I
never let him kiss me."
Dr. Peter Gross,
assistant chief of the
Emergency Department at Massachusetts
General' Hospital in
Boston, said Brent was

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Tubbs of Rt. 6. Murray,
announce the, engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Natascha
Elizabeth, to Toy Lynn
Parrish, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L.B. Parrish. also
of Rt. 6, Murray._
Miss Tubbs is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Orland Tubbs
of Murray and Mrs. Bertha Brown of Louisville.
She is the great-niece of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Outland of Murray.
The bride-elect is a
1986 graduateof Murray
High School and will be
attending Murray State
University in the fall.
- Mr. Parrish is the
grandson'of Mr. and
Mrs. Loman Parrish of
Rt. 6. Murray. and of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Witty of Rt. 1, Murray.
lie is the greatgrandson of Mrs. Jewell
Witty, also of Murray.
The groom -to-be is a
1984 graduate of
Calloway County High
School and currently is
employed at 641 Shell
Station, Murray.
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Saturday. Aug. 30. at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Mu,'ray. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham will officiate.
A reception will folloiv
in -the social hall of the
church.
All relatives and
friwds are invited to attend HIV wedding and
the reception.

the youngest person he
off the floor.'
has heard of to perform
"Then I banged her
the Heimlich maneuver. feet down on the floor
The two youngsters
and the candy I got at a
were in the living room
birthday party popped
of Brent's home, while
out on the floor and
his mother. Susan, 27, Tanya was all right
was in another part of again," Brent said.
the house, when Tanya
choked on some candy.
"Thank God he didn't
Brent's mother listen to me," Mrs.
returned to the living
Meldrum said. "I was
room as Tanya began ready to panic and run
choking and turning next door for help. I was
blue in the face. Mrs. scolding Brent to stay
Meldrum yelled at her away. The whole thing
son to keep away from
was unbelievable. He
the girl, but Brent said, was never taught about
"No. Ma, I saw what to Heimlich." .
do on TV."
Brent said he
Brent, who weighs 45 remembered a televipounds. slipped his sion show in which he
arms around Tanya's saw the Heimlich
body from behind, maneuv,er
clasped his hands demonstrated.
together and squeezed,
"I have a good
lifting the 41-pound girl memory." he said.

Central Center 753-3314
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Dont Go Alone

Use this coupon, it is good for up to 4 fish and fries. Either
way you'll get one or up to four delicious meals for
only $7.00.

Monday, Tuesday Special
Giant Fish Sandwich, French Fries
Choice of Medium Drink
$ 1 99

4151 1

STARTS TOMORROW
ste,
?ren King S
"MAXIMUM
OVERDRIVE- PR)
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The Hitcher
The Delta force
Spies Like Us
Marie
Over 1400 VHS Tapes

Try our new drive-thru

-4 Captain D's

Douglass homecoming opens here Friday

OM 1

-TFie RevT C
will be the featured
speaker at the dinner
meeting of the 17th Gala
Douglass Homecoming
on Saturday, Aug. 9, at 6
p.m. at dew Hong Kong
Restaurant, Highway
641 North.

degrees from Tennessee
State_ University and
American Baptist
Theological Seminary,
both in Nashville, Tenn.
He has pastored churches in Dresden, Tenn.,
Metropolis, Ill., and
•Wayne. Mich. He has
Martin, a graduate of been pastor of MidDouglass High School, dlebelt Baptist Church,
Murray. received Inkster, Mich., for the

a great little seafood place

Offer Good With Coupon Only
700 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, 753-9383

[IVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-3314

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Rear Engine Rider
with Grass Catcher
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

evn4J

Tinier

Calvary
Temple

641 South
Speaker:
Kenneth Greene
Sun., Aug. 10 thru
Fri., Aug. 15
6:30 Sun. and 7:00 Nightly
Pastor: E.F. Clere
EVERYONE WELCOME!

past 11 years.
Martin has been married to the former
Carolyn J. Graham for
29 years and they have
two sons and one
granddaughter.
The homecoming
event will start with
socializing and snacks
at Douglass Community
Center, North L.P.
Miller St., on Friday,
Aug. 8, from 8 to 11 p.m.
Following the dinner
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Hong
Kong Restaurant, a
C.E. Martin
dance featuring Razz
Madazz from Lexington day morning,
a
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 spokesman for the
event
a.m. at Curris Center„ said.
Murray State
The 1986 HUSH Group
University.
with Patsy HUtchinson
Tickets for the dinner as
mistress of
will be $10 per person
ceremonies and director
and for the clan&"will be will present
a perfor$10 for adults and $6 for mance on
Friday, Aug.
students. These will be 8, at
6:30 p.m. on third
sold at the Douglass floor of of Curris
Center,
Center on Friday during Murray
State
the socializing hours University.
and on Saturday mornAdmission to this
ing from 10 a.m.-to noon. special show
will be $1
doughnu
ts for adults
Coffee and
and fifty cents
will be available Satur- for children
.

,4•:-;:r.
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he Dakota
"Quality Makes The Difference"

Durable 8 h.p. twin
cylinder Briggs &
Stratton rem engine
Electric start
5-speed
2 year limited
warranty'

Fabulous Friday Night
1. Seafood Buffet
Now Features

$89995

Crab Legs

Save $100.00
Plus FREE
Grass Catcher

Salad Bar

Boiled Shrimp
Fried Shrimp
Frog Legs
Ky. Lak• Catfish
Fried Whitefish
Broiled Whitefish
Crawfish
Fried Scallops
Broiled Scallops

Repamakaligk!

Special Senior Citizen and Children's Prices

The Dakota

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
Murray

Fried Oysters
Oysters on the half shell
Fried Clams
Egg Rolls
Curley•O Fries
French Breed
Baked Beans
White Beans

The Dakota offers fresh, hot, just-cooked seafood ID self-service,.
-on-you-con-eat, buffet style dining.
Now includes crab legs at no extra charge.

90 Days Same as Cash

205 N. 4th

753-4110

• "A hill service family restaurant"

1510 Chestnut St.

759-9755

Murlay

•
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Wells-Wyatt vows said on July 26
Miss Bethany Anne
Wells and Richard Jay
Wyatt were married on
Saturday. July 26, at
First Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Dr. Robert White
officiated.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Penny Fields,
organist,and Mrs. Mary
Harried. vocalist.
The bride is the.
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vaughn 0. Wells of
Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James Noah
Dick and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Charles P.
Wells.
• The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Wyatt of Charleston,
S.C.. formerly of
Murray.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Wyatt of Paducah and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Porter White of Murray.
Mrs. Cheryl Hendrix
Walston of Cairo. Ill..
was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were
Miss Staci Wells of
Paducah, sister of the
bride, Mrs. Brenda
Hawkins of Paducah
and Miss Johnnie MiCuan of Grand Chain,
Miss Jennifer Oakley,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Spencer Oakley of
Memphis. Tenn., was
flower girl.
Jeff Wyatt of Dallas,
Texas, brother of the
groom, served as best
man.
Groomsmen were
Chip Sloan and Greg
Overstreet of Paducah

PWP plans meeting

Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, located
on U.S. Highway 641 South. will have revival services starting Sunday, Aug. 10, and continuing
through Friday, Aug. 15. The Rev. Kenneth.
Greene will be the evangelist and will speak at
6:30 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. The Rev, E.F. Clere, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday. Aug. 8, at 8
p.m. in Irvin Cobb ballroom, Paducah. "Hugs"
(hope, understanding, growth, self-esteem) will
be the program. All single parents are invited.
For more information call 1-443-6845, 1-442-6281
or 1-524-5441.

Oak Grove plans revival

Singing on Friday
A mini gospel singing convention will be held
Friday, Aug. 8, at 7 p.m. at Toe Creason Community Building, Benton City Park. Featured
will be the Gage Boys. Decisions, Heritage
Singers, Shining Lights and the Liberty Boys.

Liberty event Sunday
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
located off Highway 94 East, will have homecom
ing services on Sunday, Aug. 10. The pastor,
the
Rev. Dewayne Franklin, will speak at 11 a.m.,A
basket dinner will be served at noon followed
by
gospel singing at 2 p.m.,featuring The Smith
Brothers Quartet. Revival services will start
Monday, Aug. 11, and continue through Saturday. Aug. 16. The Rev. Wayne Wiman
of
Paducah will be the speaker for the services at
7:30 p.m. nightly.

Hog market

Mrs. Richard Jay Wyatt

Two babies and dismissals
are listed by local hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Callaway Coun.ty
or Wednesday..Aug. 6, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Lee baby boy, mother,
Jamie. Rt. 1, Box 81.
Murray;
Reyna baby girl,
parents. Lisa and Jorge,
717 South Ninth St„
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rosebud Dal
:
nail. 1618 Walnut St..
Benton; Mrs. Villa
Anderson. Box 405.
Benton;
Mrs. Ovena Eugley,
Rt. 2, Box 78, Puryear.
Tenn.; Dennis Poplin,
1706 Melrose, Murray;
Ms. Donna Willett, Rt.
8, Box C10, Mayfield;
Walter Wateilield, 1116
Fairlane, Murray;
Mrs. Josephine
Rhode, 517 South

Revival at Calvary

Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include the following: Mary Majors of
Murray from Lourdes, Paducah; Mary Ann Gupton of Murray from Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.

Seventh . St., Murray;
Mrs. Frances Kathleen
Green. -313 South 13th
St., Murray;

Toni Parks of Carrier
Mills. Ill., Miss Joe Ella
Clark of Nashville, Miss
Alyson Harrison and
Miss Lori Pigg,
Paducah.
Mrs. Donnie
Overstreet and Miss
Kelly Jordan, both of
Paducah, Were guest
book attendants.
The bride is a 1982

graduate of Heath High
School and a 1986 cum
laude graduate of Murray State University
with a degree in elementary education.
The groom is a
graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Wyatt are residing in
Charleston, S.C.

Federal-State Markel News Ser
%ice August 7, 1986
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipt,: Act. 513 EM.500 Barrows
tatla 1.116 higher Sows steady to .50
higher.
US 1-2 210.250 lbs.
162.50-62.75
t S 2 2002110 lbs.
$80.00 62.50
S 2.3 226-250 lbs.
142.0042.50
IS 3.4 256-270 lbs.
111.00 112.00
Sows
t'S 1-2 270-351 lbs.
1148.00-52.00
US 1-3 369-459 lbs.
146.00-52.25
mostly 50.0052.25
IS 1-3 451-581 lbs.
150.110-52.00
US 1-3 over Ma lbs.
$52.00-54.50
US 2-3 311.510 lbs.
146.00-41.00
Boars 140.111-44.00

fl Bypass
Murray
753-6774

Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will hear the Rev. Chuck Hood of Birmingham,
Ala.. speak at revival services starting Monday,
Aug. 11, and continuing through Friday. Aug. 15.
Special music will be presented each evening.
Roy Gene Dunn -will -direct the -music
with
Margaret Cavitt as organist and Cecilia Dunn as
pianist. The pastor, the Rev. Kevin Colvard. invites the public to attend.

Mt. Sinai plans events
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church will have its
annual
homecoming on Sunday,-Aug. 10. The Ret•
Tom
Bram of Tiptonville, Tenn., former Mt
Sinai
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. A basket
dinner will
be served at noon followed by a gospel
singing
with featured guests being the Calvary
Quartet
of Murray. Revival services will start at
7.p.m.
Monday and continue through Friday.
Aug. 15.
with the Rey. George Carneal, pastor of
Calvary
Baptist Church, Bowling Green. as
evangelist.

Homecoming Sunday
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will
have its homecoming service on Sunday. Aug. 10.
at 2:30 p.m. The Rev. A. Taylor, pastor of Union
Grove Missionary Baptist Church. Puryear,
Tenn., and his congregation will be special
guests. Lunch will be served at 1:30 p.m.

* HEAVYWEIGHT BOXING *

COME TO THE

THE NEXT GREAT
HEAVYWEIGHT?
See this HBO
Sports Exclusive
Live
Sunday, Aug: 17, 9 p.m.
Channel 24
MIKE TYSON
VS.
DAVID BEY
In Ten Live Rounds of
Heavy Weight Boxing.

Mrs. Mrirje Susie
Workman, Long -Term
Care Unit. MCCH.

Country
Notions
& Antiques
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Patients dismissed

and
Jeff Clark of
Murray.
Scott Wells of
Nashville, _Tenn.,
brother of the bride, and
Chip Sloan seved as
ushers and
candlelighters.
A reception followed
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
Serving were Miss
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VCR RENTALS
$9.95
$12.50

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Movie Club
Members
Get 2 FREE

Weekends

Per Week

NOBODY BRINGS IT HOME LIKE HBO

•
Sign Up Now For Your Ring Side Seat
to this Cable Exclusive.

Choose from over 2000 movie
titles and more arriving daily.

Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

RENTAL SALES
Open:7-5 Mon.-Thurs.
7-8 Fri. and 7-6 Sat.

CABLE

CENTER
200 E. Main Murray 753-0201

j

Bel-Air Center \/1..511N753-5005

Pizza inn.
GET INTO PIZZA INN.

Now You're Able
To Get Into
Pizza Inn

Imo 4ip

a.

8

•

(DI PON

Buy One Pizza,
Get One Free
Same Size,

Same Type. Thick Or Thin
Good on Eaf-In. Pickup or Delivery
Expirvs August 14 1956

Not Valid \\ all Any Other Coupon Offer
....
.as so a
mrzap",
a-

_
$4.00 Off Large Pizza 1,
E $.00 Off Medium Pizza <4.,
2 Items or More Thick or Thin
-0
Good on

8
1

FINAL
SUMMER
CLEARANCE

_ Eal-In. Pickup or Delivery
'
Kxplres August 14. 119,41;
Not Valid with Any Other Coupon Offer

Pizza inn,
DELIVERS IT ALL
753-0900
Olympic Plaza

Women's Fashions

2

SAVE

TO

3

OFF

SHOES•SWIMSUITS• DRESSES• BRAS
SPORTSWEAR • LINGERIE • HANDBAGS • LOU NGEWEAR
I )lm nit

ii

Nittrra‘

Fri(1,1%. 1 lull $:31)

Stinktiv I :00-5:00
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Coining community events are announced

By Abigail Van Buren

Angry Wife Seeks to Learn
Why Husband Searches Purse
_ .1/EAR ABBY: Please _print my .
letter as soon as possible. I want
your opinion of the kind of man I
discovered I married. You can bet I
will gladly hand it over for him to
read.
Once again, my husband has
gone through my purse! The first
time he did it I was outraged. I felt
violated — I couldn't -believe he
could be so low-down, sneaky and
deceitful. He promised it would
never happen again. But it did.
I asked him exactly what he was
looking for, and he said,"Oh --just
things" Abby, I am a decent and
honorable woman. I've done nothing to make him suspect otherwise,
but apparently he doesn't trust me
— otherwise why would he go
through my purse? It's a typical
housewife's purse — wallet, checkbook, keys, hairbrush. makeup and
&assorted coupons.
Worse yet, he actually believes
that he has the right to do this. lie
says he owes me no apologies; he's
convinced that he has done nothing
wrong.
Abby, I would never, never, never
go through my husband's wallet To

do so would show a•laek aftrust and.
confidence. An insult!
I trusted this man. Is he sick? Is
there any good reason for his doing
what he did — not once(that I know
on but twice?
DISILLUSIONED
DEAR
DISILLUSIONED:
People who _respect and trust
each other do not go through
their personal belongings looking for "things." Obviously
your moral values differ if he
thinks he has the "right" to
look through your purse —
particularly after having been
told that you felt violated. I
would be suspicious of a person
who
sneakily
looks for
"things."
I am reminded of a French
saying: "A man is not likely to
look behind a door unless he's
stood there himself."
DEAR ABBY: I think I can help
"Stymied in Sacramento." In response to, "Where did you get that
red hair?" I reply, "Designer
genes."

$1,200 to $2,000
Take Your Pick For $2,000
Or
Let Us Select You One For $1,200
ALL GOOD LOCAL AREA TRADE-INS
1981 Ford Escort 2 Dr. w/54,000 miles
1981 Datsun 310 2 Dr.
19814Dbdge-Ornni 4 Dr7w/i-uteirhatic
1981 Plymouth Horizon 4 Dr. w/automatic
• trans., 64,000 miles.
1980.Clievrolet Citation 4 Dr.
1979 VW Rabbit 2 Dr. w/60,000 miles
-1979 Olds Delta 88 4 Dr.
1978 Ford T-Bird 2 Dr.
1977 Mercury 4 Dr.
1977 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
1974 Jeep CJ7

Thursday, Aug.7
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
:30 p.m. and
Snake'Iles at 2:30 p.m.
at Wbodlands Nature
Center.
————
S pe cial planning
meeting by all Sunday
.Se hool Teacher Class officers, Adminitrative
Officers and other interested persons will be
at 7:30 p.m. at South
Plt.asant drove United
Methodist Church.
— — — —
Physical -examina
tions for students at
Calloway County High
School planning to part i Cipate in Cross C01111try anti for students at.
Calloway Middle School
who plan to play football
will be at 4 p.m. in
cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
•
— ———
Men's Stag Night will
be. at 6 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
—— ——
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at
436-2174. Martha at
759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414.

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.
Grand Rivers, Ky.

ASPHALT
PAVING
•Streets
'Roadways
•Parking Lots

'Shopping Ctrs
'Residential
Subdivisions

EASY TERMS
10.25% Financing On All New Cars!

Free Estimates

Hatcher Toyota,
Lincoln/Mercury

Plant Sites

515 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-7128

362-8661
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

Thursday, Aug.7
sophompres will be
from 9 to noon and tor
freshmen from 1 to 4
p.m. at Murray High
School.
———
Prepared Childbirth
Class will he at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
_
"Sing Out, Ken tuck y!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. .at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at
p.m. at lodge hail.
————
Murray Civitata Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Honaeplace
Family Restaurant.
Friday,
- Aug.8
Square and round
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
Hazel and Douglas
centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
• ————
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at .
lodge hall.
————
Gala 17th Douglass
Homecoming .will start
tonight with socializing
and snacks at Douglass
Community Center,
North L.P. Miller St.,
Murray. Tickets for dinner.a.tuislanae0&attardaY will be sold at this
event.
————
Practice Round for
Shriners' Golf Touinament will be at Murray
Country Club.
————
Twilight Golf is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
Registration for all
new students entering
Murray High School will
be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
————
Indoor Camp Meeting
of Pentecostal
Fellowship of North
America will start at 7
p.m. at Executive Inn.
Paducah.
————
Buck Trent. banjo
player from show,"Hee

Happy Birthday
from

Friday, Aug.8
Haw." will appear at
Kenlake Music Barn,
Aurora, at 8 p.m. Also
featured will be Kentucky Connection.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include LBL Wildlife at
1:30 pin_ Children's
Fishing Trip at 3 p.m.
and Night Visual at 8:30
p.m., all at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk
at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
———
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
-— — —
AA and Al-Anon wIl
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
————
Classes for Summer II
session at Murray State

Friday, Aug.8
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Saturday, Aug.9
Events of 17th Gala
Douglass Homecoming
will include coffee and
doughnuts from 10 a.m.
to noon at Douglass
Greater Paducah Center; dinner and proArea Chapter of Parents gram from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Without Partners will new Hong Kong
Community Theatre at 8 Restaurant; dance from
p.m. at Playhouse in 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Curris
Murray-Calloway Coun- Center, Murray State
ty Park. For informa- University.
tion call 759-1752.
————
————
Murray Shrine Club
"Sing Out, Ken- Charity Golf Tournatucky!'' will be ment with Tommy
meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin Sanders as chairman
Cobb ballroom. will open at Murray
Country Club.
Paducah.
————
————
Breakfast for Indoor
A min gospel singing
convention will be at 7 Camp meeting of
p.m. at Joe Creason Pentecostal Fellowship
Community Building,. of North America will
be at 8 a.m. at ExBenton City Park.
ecutive Inn, Paducah.
————
————
HUSH Group will perform at 6:30 p.m. on
third floor, Curris
Friday, Aug.8
University will close
today.
————
"Inherit the Wind"
will be presented by
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.

Your Individual
Horoscope

• ••
Sutuedtt, Aug.9

Mrs. Ellen Ford, 606
La Follette, Murray, announces the engagement of her daughter,
Donna Jean, to Robert
Daniel Newcomb Jr.. of
Murray.
The bride-to-be is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Reid,
Rt. 2, Murray. She is a
1985 journalism
graduate of Murray
State University.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mrs. Dorothy
Newcomb and the late
Robert D. Newcomb of
Puryear, Tenn. He is
employed by Calloway
County farmer Wayne
Jones.
The wedding
ceremony is scheduled
on Saturday, Aug. 23, at
2 p.m. at Mill Creek
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
Puryear, Tenn. •
A reception will follow
at the church.
Family and friends
are invited to attend.
Only out-of-town invitations are being sent.

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 1986
ARIES
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
The party may go on longer than
Pit
If schedules are at all clianged anticipated. Try not to misplace
today, there's a tendency to just let anything of importance. The unreliathings slide. A business lunch may be bility of a friend may become appafun but there's a tendency to overin- rent.
dulge.
SAGITTAR R1S
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A tendency to unconventional
Social plans may be changed at the behavior needs ,to ibe checked. A
last minute. With extra time on your higher-up may not appreciate your
hands, you may well carry on the need-4s-1w your own person. Honor
party by Yourself. Don't go overboard. commitments.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 toJune 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan.49)
Though you usually love surprises,
Much of what you hear now is
you may be upset at'the prospect of unreliable, especially the big promhaving au extra mouth to feed today. ises of others. Travelers should
Partners should keep each other double-check schedules and reservainformed of their plans to avoid tions.
inixups.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
Either you or a partner tends to
Concentration on the job may be extravagance with money. What's
hard to achieve today. Try not to more, it's.not a good time to enter
waste too much time on the phone. business agreements with
Tact is needed with co-workers.
tances.
LEO
PISCES
New
(July 23 to Aug.22)
sit (Feb. 1.9 to Mar.20)
now
One expenditure could easily lead
Be sure that you'll be able to honor
to another. You like to do things in a the commitments you make now. In
grand style, but realize just how both business and your personal life,
expensive that could be!
accent sincerity.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY have a good
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
head for business, yet also would
You don't like to be kept waiting, make a good critic of society and its
but today could be one of those days. values. You are a curious mixture of
Don't place much faith in the prom- the philosopher and the materialist.
ises of those on an ego trip.
You usually are a perfectionist in
LIBRA
what you do. and will abandon a
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
project or a career if you think your
A general carelessness could chances of making it are slim. As with
undermine progress today. Those most members of your sign, you have
with a sweet -tooth need to watch an interest in show business and
their diet. Any tendency towards celebrity. Birthday of: Dustin Hofflaziness could be evident now.
man, actor; Mel Tiflis. country singer;
SCORPIO
and•Esther Williams, actress.

PIN

PAXTON, Ill. (AP) —
The Pacey home is on a
tree-shaded street of big
lawns and old houses.
On the outside, it seems
part of a quie.t and wellordered world.
Inside, the picture' is
different!
"Babies - and more
babies," -said Brenda
Pacey. looking around
the sunny alcove off the
living room that has
become _home to her
quadruplets — four
babies born in two
minutes last March.
'Pour cribs, four infant
carriers, two changing
tables and two rockers
fill the room. Above
each crib are crossstiched names — Rachel, Edward. John and Robert
— helping the Paceys

'Community Artists'
Showcase" will open at
downtown branch of
Commercial Bank,
Paris, Tenn.
————
Dance is scheduled
for members of Murray
Moose Lodge from 8
p.m. to midnight.
————
Early prenatal class
will start at 9 a.m. in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
——
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
"Inherit the Wind"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky !''•will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.

DonnaJean Ford and
Robert Daniel Newcombjr. to marry

keep track of their instant brood.
Soon, you remember
that Rachel has the
black hair and plump
face,John has a serious,
almost philosophical expression. Ed looks like a
scrappy old man and
Rob's the fussy one — at
least on this day.
For further
the quads each ane.
aIsigned a Color, used
on feeding bottles and
crib.bumper pads.
Each baby is connected by blue wires to a
heart -rate and
breathing monitor.
within earshot of an intercom. Born by
Caesarean section nearly three months
prematurely in March,
the quads have linger-

ing problems with
"You sort of have to
breathing lapses and be calm
Mrs. Pacey
heart-rate. drops.
said. "You can't let too
When a monitor much rattle
you."
beeps, that baby needs
to be stimulated with a
touch or gentle shake.
"In the vast majority
of cases," Mrs. Pacey
said, "it's just something the babies
outgrow." She- expects
'them tostop needing the
monitor in a
, _ feumonths.
The quads came Womc
from the hospital one at
a time. Having one bah
was ellsy. Mrs. Pacey
said. Two home was n()
problem. Three becamv
"quite a bit more corn
plicated ... and four — it
becomes more of an exponential thing than an
113 S 4th
addition."

Events in-Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and How Things Work at
2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 ;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. and Stars and
Meteors at 8:30 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Swedish Weaving at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm; LBL Wildlife at

Storeroom
Specials

Saturday, Aug.9
1:30 p.m., Summer
Fishing and Smoking
Fish at 2:30 p.m. and
Nighttime Discovery
Walk at 8:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Sunday, Aug. 10
"Inherit the Wind"
will be presented at 8
p.m. by Community
Theatre in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call

Downtown Muff:A%
ab.,ve English Si

Second round of Murray Shrine Club Charity
Golf Tournament will be
at Murray Country
Club.
————
Liberty Cumberl..nd
Presbyterian Church
will have its ant. ual
homecoming.
— ———
1t. .Sinai B.api 1st
Church will have its annual homecoming
————
Church Board of First
Christian Church will
meet at 7 p.m. iti hur,:ti
parlor.

Trust your home to
Better Homes and Gardens

,
Better

Olympic Plaza, 641 North

753-4000

Judy Johnston, M
Managing Broker, 437-4446
\_111611 1191111::
"1
":)Bill
Morgan, Principal Broker Jean Bird
(Emily Davis
753-5824 Joe Dyer
Don Blalock
753-9218 Joan Whayne

Home tastefully decorated throughout Priced in

Very attractive home close to town
76 000 to 68 000

More for your comfort. convenience and

Charming older

th• 60's.

P iced in the low 30 s

money

753-3584
436 233f.;
753-2', 13

home pticr'd in the In. 40

Furches
Jewlery

3 bedroom home located on 9 acres M L large
metal building plus tobacco barn Located only
minutes horn town Priced in the 40's
-

A desirable country like place at an atbai_l ,.
on 8 acres m I

price Located

Ask what our Better Homes and Gardens Home Marketing System

can do for you! 114k,

153-2835

NOW!
In This Area
Exclusively at...

SUPER FLAT
• Economical, attractive flat
finish for walls, ceilings
and woodwork
• Dries fast
• Water washable
• Equipment cleans up

with water
In 800 colors
Industrial Average
+ 11.39
Previous Close
.
1779.53
Air Products
311
/
2 unc
American Telephone
23% -1/4
Briggs & Stratton
33 +/
1
2
Chrysler
/
4
1
4 +3
37/
CSX torp
28 +%
Dean Foods
30 +/
1
4
Dollar Gen.
161AB 16%A
Exxon
63 -1/8
54% +/,
Ford
_
G.A.F.
32 +1%
General Motors
71% +
GenCorp, Inc.
65% %
Goodrich
Se% + 1/8
Goodyear
311/4 unc

Ingersoll
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPennei
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

21B 211/8A
52 + 1/t
62/
1
2 unc
31 unc
781/ +/
1
2
47 +'/
801/4 unc.
42% + 1/2
305/8 + 1/4
1
4 unc
80/
43/
1
2 +
44% -1
/
2%
12/
1
4 •1/8
806

LATEX ENAMEL
• Highly washable,
low gloss finish
• Resists chipping and flaking
• Dries in 1 hour or less
• Equipment cleans up
with water

In 800 colors

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PRO PLASTIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
• The MaNter of latex exterior
house paints breathes

E

eiTthing good tale demands(.1) .
tIk' woman with afull
coUcairin
conlemIxowy classics thatset the pace
from dawn V dusk.

uI

eliminate -peebng

• Weds no primer in most uses
•Resists mildew dirt wear anii
.Ecim
pfkiennut cleans
cuhia

Murray Hours:
Monday throngh Friday 7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.a.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.a. to 500 p.a.

KODAK offers a $20 mail-in-rebate
Purchase the
Kodak VR 35
Camera Model K10
by Dec. 31, 1986
and receive a $20
rebate from KQDAK
Camera and mail in coupons
'4-voyie-8t Byrons Diatom-if Phbrinacy

*We Fill Kentucky Medicaid, PCS, Paid, Blue-Cross/
Blue Shield and Tennessee Medicaid Prescriptions

Place: New Concord
Church of Christ ,
Time: 7:30
Dates: Aug. 10-15
Speaker — David Sain
ti eryone W eleome

Searching for answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles
of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. AO more.

quickly with
water
Over 800 Colors

$14.95

Trims Dowitcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

.....
ESSEN77ALS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA

-

*Discontinued China,
1",,ottery and Crystal
*Many More Item

..-9:11TilweA//Lk

birthday.
.2:- 3 days before or 3
days Ater.
3. Lin't he used with
„my other promotion.
-I Under 18 musts ht
tompanicd
guardian.

'Sunday, Aug. 10
Homeplace-1850; Paper
Making at 1:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm.

SOLD

Tram Doittcenter.

with 30% off
on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift
Rules to qualify:
1. Niki.t show pri it ot

Sunday, Aug. 10
753-0061. 762-3399
753-7764
— —— —
15th annual LBL
homecoming will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Fenton public use area
east of Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on U.S. Highway
68.
— ——
Events in Land Betweki the Lakes will include Skywalk at 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden PondVjsitor
Center; LBL Wildlife at
1:30 p.m. and Attracting
Wildlife to Your Home
at 3 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1 : 30 p.m. at The

Painting is too much work to use anything else!
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AFL-CIO extending itself to associates
t

It'AGO AP — The AFLpreparing a program of
'•',
A 411St associate memberships
!oillions of non-union
offering them discount
• ,• ot cards, insurance and
!iii financial services.
•;•11!. program. which received
Wednesday when the
! ics executive council
1 4, I

approved a reduced dues structure for associate members, is
part of an effort to reverse its
declining enrollment.
The first special "Union
Privilege" MasterCard with
below -market interest rates was
issued Wednesday to Thomas R.
Donahue, the 13-million member federation's secretary-

treasurer and No. 2 official.
The Service Employees International Union began mailing
out applications for the credit
cards to its 750,000 Members this
week.
The MasterCards, issued by
the Bank of New York through a
contract with the federation,
carry interest rates of 13.5 per-

Lincoln Federal says...

To Long Term
High Rate Insured CD's
Currently Paying*

Term

24 Month ($500 min.)
18 Month ($500 min.)
12 Month ($500 min.)
6 Month ($1000 min.)

1.

Fixed Rate

Effective
Annual Yield

7.00%
6.70%
6.60%
6.25%

7.18%
6.87%
6.76%,.
6.35%

Serving Kentucky's Financial Needs For Over 70 Years...
Lincoln Federal Savings Now And In The Future.

If you want to guara tee a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your nds
we have
the right combination fo you. Interest-is compounded
Quarterly on some certificates, which gives you an
extra edge aver similar investments that offer no cornpounding. Unlike other types of investments,'there are
-never:any re& nrIddden colts with Lincoln'Fe-derarcertifieates. As always, your deposits are Insured by the
FSLIC to $1000.00. Lincoln Federal says Yes with the
right Combination for your investments.
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal
'Rates subject to change without notice.

LINCOLN

•

FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234

FSLIC
lbw Law losond•MOM

1300 Johnson Blvd.

interest Rote Hotline

753-4184

cent or 15.75 percent. Most
credit card companies offer
rates of 18 percent to 21 percent.
The cards have no initial or
yearly fee and allow users to
skip payments without
penalities in January and
Septenjber, after the holidays.
and for up to two months if a
member is on strike for more
than 30 days.
SEIU President John J.
Sweeney said members of his
union with good credit ratings
and who respond immediately to
the offer should be getting the
cards within two weeks. By tate
fall, he said, the SEIU will begin
offering the credit cards to
associate members. '
Of the federation's 93 unions,
25 with memberships totaling 8
milli9n already have signed up
for the credit cards.
- The SEIU is one of six AFLCIO unions that already have experimented with signing up
associates in non-collective
bargaining affiliates in an effort
to increase union membership.
The union's Nine-to-Five affiliate for non-unionized office
workers has 12,000 members
who pay dues of $25 a year for
help with job problems, discounts on publications, lobbying
and a newsletter.
The other unions testing
associate memberships are the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers, the American
Federation of Teachers, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and the Communications Workers of
America.
"The bottom line of all this is
to make the associate members
full members of the union movement," Sweeney said.
Donahue said the associate
member campaigns would be
targeted at the nearl?27 million
former union members, most of
whom are said to have left
because of job changes rather
than disgruntlement with
unions.
Beyond that, the federation intends to offer the - associate
memberships in early stages of
organizing. campaigns and to
those workers who supported
unions in failed representation
elections.
"In the past, we had nothing
we could offer those people,"
Donahue said. "Now we can at
least offer them the ability to
participate in these benefit programs and hold them together
for another shot the next year."
In addition to the reduced dues
structures for associates approved Wednesday, The campaign received a boost earlier
this week from the Labor
Department.
Other benefit programs proposed include discounts on life
insurance, prescription drugs,
travel and investment services.

TAKE
OFF
$10 and more...
Match any
NEW FALL
TOP & BOTTOM
and receive

'44

$10 off

4.

Each additional
NEW FALL
TOP or BOTTOM

$5 off

.44

NO LIMIT!
All items $16 and over •

MAURICES
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

•

French friends
Calloway County High School students in Linda DeVoss's French
III class sponsored several puppies recently in the Humane
Society's Sponsor-A-Pet Program. Each of the puppies found
a
home shortly after being sponsored by the group. Pictured
here
with "Misfit" in front row, 1-r, KeW Burkeen, Jamie Anglin,
Jeanne Carroll and Suzanne Coleman; back row, 1-r, Marcia
Grimes, Tim Black and Jody Lassiter. For more information on
the Humane Society and the pet sponsorship program,
call
759-4141 or 436-2603.

Old electric street car
found in Paducah home
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — In a
new twist to when pioneers built
more permanent"dwellings
around log cabins, an old electric street car was discovered in
a Paducah home about to be
demolished.
Now Paducah preservationists hope to place the trolley
car in a local park.
The metal and wood car, with
rounded roof and no wheels, was
revealed recently when a home
owned by businessman Gene
Katterjohn was torn down.
Katterjohn said he did not
know about'the' trolley until a
former resident of the home told
him.
Ke,n Howle, whose firm owns
the house, found a pile of old

newspapers and magazines in
the trolley, and a leather-bound
World War II Army Air Force
testament in the trolley.
Dick Holland, a local preservation planner, said, "My idea
would be to make it a seating
pavilion" at the Judge Raymond
Schultz park under
development.
"We could put seats inside so
people could look outside at the
river," he said.
The first electric-powered
cars were introduced to
Paducah on July 4, 1890. Among
Kentucky cities, only Louisville
had electric trolleys before
Paducah.
The cars were phased out in
the mid-1920s
-

Final PCB plant decision
could come at any time
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — A
final decision on how the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency will regulate a proposed
PCB-removal plant here could
come at any time, an EPA official said.

Governors ready
to convene next
week in Charlotte
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Governors from across the
South will gather in Charlotte
next week for lavish entertainment and grim talks on saving
"traditional" industries struggling to survive against foreign
competition.
"Traditional industries have
been neglected as a focus of attention," said North Carolina
Gov, Jim Martin, chairman of
the Southern Governors
Association and host of its 52nd
annual meeting.
Textile-state governors say
they hope the conference will
produce ideas on keeping the industry afloat. Martin said the
governors will examine tax laws
and regulations that "uniquely
handicap" textile
manufacturers.
Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee says protectionism is not
the answer to saving the industries that once formed the
backbone of the Southern
economy.

Henderson citizens' groups
that oppose the plant have asked
the EPA to regulate it under the
Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. UNISON
Transformer Services Inc. applied to build it under the terms
of the more permissive Toxic
Substances Control Act.
The EPA issued a preliminary
ruling denying the citizens'
groups' request on Feb. 24.
Once a final decision is issued,
the EPA would issue a temporary permit for the plant's
operation, Regional Administrator Jack Ravan said.
The permit is required before
the plant, which will remove toxic polychlorinated biphenyls
from electrical transformers,
can be started for a test run.

Preston R. Tisch
named Postmaster
General Wednesday

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Preston R. Tisch, president of a
multibillion dollar hotel company. was named Wednesday as
the new postmaster general. Tisch, president of Loews
Corp. of New York, was selected
unanimously on Tuesday in a
closed session of the Postal Service Bdllrd of Governors, the
board's chairman, John R.
McKean said Wednesday. The
announcement of the appointment was made at a press
_conference.
Tisch's- brother, Laurence,
also a Loews executive, Ts the
largest shareholder of CBS. Inc.
Asked what lured Tisch to the
$86,200 a year job, McKean said.
"Bob is deeply committed to
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presipublic service." He said Tisch
dent Reagan,seeking a response
was hired because he one of the
to his latest "Star Wars" _procountry's most successful
posal, is sending seven
business leaders.
negotiators to Moscow to step up
The hotelier succeeds Albert
preparations for a 1986 summit
V. Casey, who ends his sevenwith Soviet leader Mikhail S.
month tenure at the helm of the
Gorbachev.
$30 billion agency Aug. 15 to
The U.S. delegation, which inteach at Southern Methodist
cludes chief negotiator Max M.
University.
Kampelnjan and Pentagon
Tisch,60, a native New Yorker
strategist Richard N. Perle, is
who earned a bachelor's degree
under instruction to solicit a
In economics from the UniversiSoviet reattiOn to the letter
ty of Michigan. has a home in
Reagan sent Gorbachev two
Rye. N.Y., with his wife, Joan.
weeks ago on anti-missile
In addition to president, he
defenses and weapons cutbacks,
serves as chief operating officer
a U.S. official, speaking on conand executive committee chairdition of anonymity, said
man of Lows, which besides
Wednesday night.
hotels owns the Loriltard
Reagan _offered to delay
cigarette business, most of the
deployment of space-based
CNA Financial insurance comtechnology for at least five
pany and Bulova watchmakers.
years, but affirmed his intention • The company has annual
to proceed with the Strategic
revenues of $5.6 billion.
Defense Initlattve. He invited '
Casey, who bid farewell to the
Gorbachev to share in the U.S
postal board Tuesday, is recomresearch and Called for sharp mending that his successor exreductions in missiles, bombers
pand the use of technology in
and submarines on both sides
delivering the malls.

President sending
seven negotiators
for summit work

I
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Candidates...

required.
School board members are
elected for four-year terms.
The only other contested local
race on the ballot for November
will be the non-partisan election
for 42nd Judicial District Circuit
Judge.
The two candidates in that
race are Don Overbey and
David Buckingham, both of
Murray. The 42nd district serves
Calloway and Marshall
counties.
Also on the ballot for the
general election is the U.S.
Senate race for the seat currently held by Wendell Ford, a

(('oned from page 1)
of in which race some individuals were eligible to cast
ballots.
Under the new setup, only one
county school board race will
appear on the ballot in a single
precinct. In some precincts,
both a city and a county school
board race will still be on the
ballot, but residents will be
allowed to vote only in the race
for the seat from the district in
which they live.
County Clerk Teresa Rushing
currently has a survey underway to determine which
residences are in which district
In those areas that in the past
have been questioned.
(('ont'd from page 1)
The boundary changes will
result in a shift from district
officers.
three to district four for many
— Operations of the internal
residents of the Dexter area.
affairs section.
Also changing will be a shift
— Code of conduct for officers.
from district four to district five
— Accreditation by profesfor a number of residents of the
sional organizations.
Gatesborough area.
Burse said at least two public
According to Calloway County
hearings will be conducted in
school officials, some voters
who should have been voting in
district five had voted, in error,
in district four for a number of
years. The 1984 election was the
first time in 28 years that the
school board seat for district
five had any opposition so the
(('oned from page 1)
issue had not surfaced prior to
deduct some of their
that time.
contributions,
In order to run for a school
A pension-covered worker
board seat, a prospective canearning up to $25,000 ($40,000 for
didate must have been a Kena couple) would be allowed a full
tucky resident for three years
deduction of up to $2,000 a year.
preceeding the election, be at
The deduction would decline
least 24 years old and be a high
gradually as income rises betschool graduate.
ween $25,000 and $35,000 for a
A petition bearing the
single and between $40,000 and
signatures of at least 20
$50,000 for a couple. Once the upregistered voters in the district
per limit was reached, no deducmust be filed with the county
tion would be allowed.
clerk. A $20 filing fee is also

press

their

elected

or

preference
an

for

appointed

superintendent

of

Mrs. Lottie M. Smotherman.
70, of Hazel Park, Mich., died
Wednesday at 6 a.m. at BiCounty Hospital, Warren, Mich.
She was born April 27, 1916, in
Calloway County.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Janice Quarters.
Michigan; six sons, Wendell,
Steve and James Smotherman,
California, Larry Smotherman,
Michigan, John Smotherman,
Ohio, and Frank Smotherman,
Colorado; one sister, Mrs. Cybil

an

state

public

Oct. 6, 1986 is the deadlin
e for

general election.

areas

of

the

state

to

gauge taxpayers
'feelings about

committee will visit two randomly
chosen state police posts.
The committee was appointed
in July in the wake of a string of
incidents involving state police
personnel. State Police Commissioner Morgan Elkins said he
wanted the committee formed to
restore public confidence in the
agency.
Elkins and Gov. Martha
Layne Collins have acknowledged that salaries and benefits are
the chief concerns of most
troopers. Burse said information received by the committee
to date indicates that Kentucky
does not pay its state police as
well as other states do.
The gross salary for a new
trooper just out of the academy
is $15,288.
Burse said the committee probably will not make specific
recommendations about salary
levels, but will note disparities
that it uncovers.
The committee will open as
many of its meetings as possible
to the public, but many will be
closed, Burse said.
the state

police. Also, the

All, Florida; two brothers, Hugo
Wilson, Louisville, and Bedford
Wilson, Cadiz; 11 grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 1 p.m.
Friday.

Wilburn L.
Minton

Everett W.
iDick) Cain
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Vallie S. Slinker
Final rites for Mrs. Vallie S.
Slinker were today at 11 a.m in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Music was by
Wayne Halley, soloist, and
Richard Jones, organist.
Pallbearers were Marvin Harris, Danny Vancil, Dan Shipley,
Vernon Nance, Rubin James
and Mark James. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Slinker, 84, died
Tuesday.

Mrs. Lottie Smotherman

citizens to register to vote
in the

different
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State police...

Negotiators...
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Democrat. Ford's Republican
opposition is Jackson M.
Andrews.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
and State Rep. Freed Curd are
unopposed in their bids for
reelection.
The ballot will also include a
proposed consitutional amendment on which voters will
ex-

Services for Wilburn L. Minton are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Hornbeak Funeral
Everett W. Wick) Cain, Home, Fulton.
Burial will follow
father of Murray High School in Pleasan
t View Memorial
Football Coach Jack Cain, died
Gardens there.
Wednesday at 12:20 a.m. at his
Mr. Minton, 69, Rt. 4, Fulton,
home in Brownsville, Tenn. He died Wednesday
morning at
was a retired automobile body Parkway
Regional Hospital,
shop owner.
Fulton. He was a retired
He is survived by his wife, employee of Goulder
Implement
Mrs. Artie Marcom Cain; one Co. and a member
of Mt. Carmel
daughter, Mrs. Marian C. Baptist Church.
Thomas Brownsville; two sons,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Gene Cain of Jackson, Tenn., Wilma Faye Smith
Minton; six
and Jack Cain of Murray; three daughters, Mrs.
Sheila Pea,
sisters, Mrs. Odie Escue, Mrs. Murray, Mrs.
Joan Pruett,
Tom White and Miss Virginia South Fulton,
Term., Mrs. GlenCain, Brownsville; eight grand- da McLeroy,
Clarksville, Term.,
children; three great- Mrs. Carolyn
Stairs and Mrs.
grandchildren.
Rita Wiggins, Cuba, and Mrs.
Services are today at 2 p.m. in Mary Estaver,
Morgantown;
the chapel of Brownsville two brothers, Billy
Minton,
Funeral Home, Brownsville. Fulton, and Monte
Minton, CrutBurial will follow in Brownsville chfield; 14
grandchildren; five
Memorial Gardens.
stepgrandchildren.

Jean Marie Kemp
Mrs. Jean Marie Kemp, 59, of
Rt. 2, Wingo, died today at 2:10
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by her husband, Fred R. Kemp Sr., to
whom she had been married for
39 years; two daughters. Mrs.
Patricia Ann McDonald,
Cridersville, Ohio, and Mrs.
Connie Marie Daily, Fulton; one
son, Fred R. Kemp Jr., Wing°.
two sisters, Mrs. Betty Miller,
Roseville, Mich., and Mrs. Lois
Bour, St. Clair Shores, Mich.;
one brother, John Verbiest,
Roseville, Mich.; eight
grandchildren.
Born Aug. 8, 1926, in Wayne
County, Mich., she was the
daughter of the late John F. Verblest and Dorothy Gratts
Verbiest.
Mrs. Kemp was a member of
Bethlehem United Methodist
Church where the funeral will be
Sunday at 2 p.m. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is
the Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn., where friends
may call after 5 p.m. Saturday.
The body will lie in state at the
church after 1 p.m. Sunday.

New Calloway County School District Boundaries
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Calloway School District Boundaries

The boundary line between District 1 and District 2 begins at the Clark's
R
Bridge on Highway 121, thence east to 300 feet east Of Highway 893,
thence south perpendicular to the Tennessee State Line.
The boundary line between District 1 and District 5 will begin at
Crossland running perpendicular (north) to Highway 1550 one half mile
east of Wiswell and following Highway 1550 to the Doran Road and follow
ing the Doran Road approximately 1,8111 feet to Melrose Street. The Doran
Road from Melrose Street to Highway 94 will be the line between the Mur
ray Independent School District and District 5
The boundary line between District 2 and District 3 begins at the Clark's
River bridge and Highway 94, thence east to the Knight Road, crossing
the Vancleave Road to the intersection of Highway 280 and Highway 121;
following Highway 280 to Highway 614 by Poplar Springs Baptist Church
— em4o Kentucky take. The division between District 2 and District 3shall
be the middle of the road with the exception of the Knight Road. Both
sides Of the Knight ROad shall be included in District 1.
-The boundary line between District 3 and District
4 begins at the line between the Murray Independent School District

and the Calloway County School District at the intersection of North 4th
Street and Highay 1824 and following Highway 1824 to where 1824 and 6.0
intersects at the Seven Seas Restaurant, following Highway 641 to the
Carrion Road. The division between District land 4 begins at the Carlton
Road and 600 feet west of the Flint Church Road to where the Flint Church
Road intersects the Hickory erove Road,thence east to the Finley Road.
thence northeast to a point jusf west of the Goodwin Road to the mar
shall County Line
District 5 begins at Crossland following the west State Line to the
Graves County line, thence north following the Graves County Line and
the Calloway County Line to a line directly west of the Snow Road; following the Snow Road to the Will Cooper Road to Highway 1136, thence east
to a line 528,teet south of the intersection tigthe Brady Road and Highway
121; crossing the West Fork Church Road to the Lynn Lawson Road.
thence north of Highway 299. following Highway 299 to the EMI! Road;
Thence to the Carlton Road to the intersection of the Flint Churcil Road
and HighWay 641 In all cases (except Knight Road) when a boundary
is along a road, the boundary is in the middle of the road

This advertisement sponsored by the Calloway County
School Board and County Clerk Teresa Rushing.
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School Districts By Precinct
District No. 1
Providence, Hazel, and the portiob of Murray No. 11
that is in the Calloway County School District.
District No. 2
Concord, Clayton Creek, Cherry
District No. 3
Almo, Faxon, and the portion of Murray No. 1 that
is on the east.side of old 641 avci in the County School
.
District.
•
•
District No. 4
Colciwate,r, Dexter, Jackson, and. Kirksey

District No. 5

Harris Grove, Lynn Grove, Calloway County High
Schooff, and the portions of precincts No. 5, 8, and 0
that are in the Calroway County School District.
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Milestone reached,
Carlton ends career
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) — The day Steve
Carlton retired, his
teammates accorded
him the respect due a
future member of
baseball's Hall of
Fame: they stole the
nameplate over his
locker for a souvenir
and besieged him with
autograph requests.
Carlton's announcement Wednesday ended
a one-month stint with
the San Francisco
Giants. Barring another
comeback try, it also
rang down the curtain
on a 22-year career that
saw the left-hander
record 319 victories and
the No. 2 all-time career
ranking in strikeouts.
"It was great to be on
the same team with
him," said Giants' pitcher Atlee Hammaker.
= ••
--1•6044-0
.
4
•44""""'•'Ties The greUtesT!enMurray High School football players (left to right) Lance tice Wednesday afternoon.
MILS is practicing at 9 a.m. and 4
handed pitcher who
Allison. Mark Wallace, Rodney Skinner, Jason Sammons and
p.m. this week, getting ready for its opener at Calloway Counever
played:*
Justin Crouse did wind sprints at the end of the Tigers' prac- ty on Aug. 29.
"I think everybody
will say they are better
off having been around
him for a month,"
The 18th Annual
echoed
pitcher Mike
Over $3.000 in prizes lAidener Roy Walker and Dave
S 54 - David Graham. Larry
9 34 - Billy R HIS. Bob Cunn
Shriners • Golf Tourna- are being awarded this Walker
Fieldson. Don Morris Lind Bill
Ingham. Erwin Court and Jim
5 14 - Jerry Austin
John
Ilermann
ment gets underway year.
Morgan Ted Kensey arid Don
9 02 - John Russell McCage.
9 42 - Jim Cothran, tlernd
Saturday at the Murray
Saturday's tee times Fusel] Chris Caddas,Charles Branson and
Ross Johnson and Gerald Wiles
a
'Tatman
22
Farley.
Ronnie
Douglas
•
Buell
Parr.
Country Club.
9 50 - open
are:
Roar:, Danny Ross and Stark Jones.
910 - Ted Lawson. Jerry
12 10p m - Eddie Master? Dick
Dr. John Quertera :ro - Frank Nelawynder. Clyde
Hopkins
Junior Garrison and
Orr. Rob Miller and open
Nayni.
Tony
k
Melenitez
and
'Sri.
1
Don
Walter Jones
mous is the tourney'a
12 16- Joe Walker, I.ynn
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.
7 404
9 IS - Tommy Carroll, Howard
Phil Crabtree and Vernon Childress
defending champion. He
(AP) — A team of in7 Sr - Keith South Steyr Cherry
• :15 - Brad Belcher Don Rogers.
Steely. Jimwy Boone and Jimmy
12.24 - Eddie Bryon. Bob Lows.
Mike Farris and Danny Lamb
posted a two-under 142 Holmes Ellis Anil Jerry Berry
Berry'.
Lloyd Toth'and Richard Rhea
vestigator will probe
.755 • 46 - Tortims tike Frank tilg•
Ross Billy Miller.
9 26 - Thomas E Devor. Brian
12.32 - openii
for the two-day event Bill .ShbottJames
allegation
gison
Rodney Landry and 'Raz
and Bills Galloway
Roy. Durrell Treas and Ted
12:46 - Terry Butler Tres: Britt.
• ...I;
Sills,-.';,
. F Curlew
last rear.
Ilan
Thompson
open and open
ech th t the
12'4S - CE
Mullen. Kenny
women's
basketball
proRoland. Al McClain and Jody
Automatic Transmission
gram was treated unMcCort. AN EXCITING
12-56
Jerrl ("humbler, Don
fairly, school officials
Faughn. Jene Hipp and. tiisody
TRAVEL CAREER OPPORTUNITY FOR.YOUI
..... .
A S-,ZA:-comprehensive-travel industry course will help you
1 04 - Terry Jacobs, Wade Sem.
We service, repair or replace
The probe stems from
qualify for a position with the airlines, travel agencies, cruise
ton. Kenny Alward and Bill Alward
automatic transmissions.
a complaint filed by
1:12 - Reg Lowery, Frank
ships, car 'rentals and other travel related companies.
Garner. Frank ,Anderson and. Marynell
Meadors,
• 1 -day service on most repairs
Enroll Now for
!kinder Fulton'
former women's basket1.20 - Tony Rayburn .pen, open
Class Beginning Sept. 8, 1986
•All rebuilt units guaranteed-'
and open
ball coach at Tech, who
(Registration: Wednesdays And By Appointment)
1:2S - Tommy Hamlin. Chuck
said there were
Bollegar. Howie Crittendon and
•Financial Assistance & Payment Plan Available
John Rover
discrepancies 'between
•Job Placement Assistance Upon Graduation
36- open
the men's and women's
•Licensed In Ky. By The State Board For Proprietary
1144 - open
Educl'inn"- "
1 22 - Jim Berry Jr . Billy
programs.
. AP R- M I I IVN lilt 1t ()F
,
"I don't have any
Estb. 1956
753-1750
(('.mni on page II)
3137 Olivet Church•Peducoh•502-442-6465
L514 S. 12th
animosity toward Ten-

Shriners Tournament beginning Saturday

J0114,

Probe initiated at Thtsh
nessee

Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

Krukow. "He handled spending his entire
himself with dignity."
career in one league,"
Carlton's 4,000th he said in a statement
strikeout came Tuesday released by the Giants.
night in an 11-6 shellackHis strikeout total is
ing by Cincinnati that second only to the 4,209
convinced the Giants it recorded by Houston's
was time to abandon Nolan Ryan.
their Carlton experi"Further, I realize
ment. The 41-year-old
that the San Francisco
left-hander gave up
Giants are committed to
seven hits and seven
the younger players in
runs in 32-3 innings, and
their organization,
agreed Wednesday morspecifically the talented
ning in a meeting with
young men on their pitclub President Al Rosen
ching staff."
to retire rather than be
Carlton's 319 victories
released.
Following a long- place him 11th oh the
standing practice to the all-time list, eight'
end, Carlton declined to behind Eddie Plank.
He won 20 or more
speak to reporters
following San Fran- games in a season six
cisco's 2-1, 14-inning win times, and ranks among
over the Cincinnati the top 20 in six all-time
Reds, his last game in pitching categories.
uniform. In a prepared
Carlton started his
statement, he thanked
major-league career
the Giants mahage-__ -with
-Louts -in 1985
ment, players and fans and
was traded to the
for their support.
Philadelphia Phillies
"Upon reflection, I after the 1971 season for
realized that I've reach- Rick Wise. In his first
ed a career milestone season-with the Phillies,
(of 4,000 strikeouts) he posted a 27-10 mark
never before ac- for a last-place club that
complished by a pitcher won only 59 games.

Ten-

nessee Tech," said
Meadors, now head
women's coach at
Florida State. "I tried to
keep this in-house but
was totally ignored. It
was really unfair to the
program. We were at a
dtsattv-an-t-a-re
.bec n use of the
b•udgetary
a
restrictions."
Meadors, who filed
the complaint on behalf
of the women's basketball program at Tech,
accused the Ohio Valley
Conference school of
failing to comply with
Title IX, a federal law

adopted a decade ago
that gives women's
sports equal status with
men's.
However, interim
athletic director David
Larimore said he does
not helieveAlig 111.1g
regulatiop requires
strict equality.
"I don't think Title IX
ever says in its strictest
form whether the two
programs must be supported identically, that
there must be team-byteam comparison for
strict compliance," he
said.

Murray State Football
With the longest current string of weeks in the NCAA Division
I-AA poll, the Murray State football Racers have shown they're
one of the top teams in the country and have enjoyed That Winning Feeling often. Here's your chance to join coach Frank
Beamer and his team as they march toward the Ohio Valley Conference title.

!')

Season tickets guarantee you prime seats for all six exciting Racer
home games. The outstanding home schedule opens with a
revival of the MSU-Southern Illinois rivalry after a 52-year wait
Games against traditional rivals Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech, and Youngstown State will lead to the
showdown-against Middle Tennessee, a game which could determine the OVC champion.

Catch That Winning Feeling! Get your Racer football season tickets
now!
•.1

Don't,miss some of the nation's best football right in Your own
back yard ..order Murray State football season tickets now by
•
•

61110•Seer

calling...(502) 762-4895
or visiting Room 211 of Roy Stewart Stadium
weekdays between 9 a.m. and -4 p.m.

Murray State Home Schedule
Sept. 13
Sept. 27
Oct. 11
Oct. 25
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

Southern Illinois
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky
Teppessee•Tech (Homecoming)
Youngstown State
Middle Tennessee

1.1.1••••••••••

7:30
7:30
1?00
2:00
1:30
1:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m:
p.m.
p.m.

1

l'IlE NH RICA%

•

Balk gives Cardinals one-run victory
ST. LOUIS (AP) - eighth inning on Don
What Ozzie Smith failed Carman's second balk
to accomplish by steal- handed St. Louis its
ing home he was able to third straight triumph
bring about in alternate and 14th success in 19
fashion for the St. Louis games since the All-Star
Cardinals.
break.
"There were a couple
"He (Carman) balkof ways that they could
have called the balk," ed. He stepped off ( the
Smith said of his winn- pitching rubber) and
ing run in Wednesday stepped back on," said
night's 2-1 victory over Philadelphia Manager
the Philadelphia John Felske, who
Phillies. "I'm just glad nonetheless was ejected
that they did, because because of arguing.
"My basic question (to
we won."
plate umpire Greg
Smith's run in the Bonin( was. 'Why was

he (Bonin) pointing to
first base""

Carman's count on
Knicely reached 3-1
preceding the balk as
Smith, given the goahead to steal, bluffed a
move toward the plate.

Smith, before breaking up a game of tepid
hitting, doubled on a 3-1
pitch after two were out
in the- Cards' eighth.

"I forgot to look over
like
I. normally do. As I
Carman, 5-3, attempted to counter that by was starting to pitch. I
walking Tommy Herr realized ( it ),''
Philadelphia's pitcher
intentionally.
said. "That's the worst
But the Phillies pit- thing you can
do in this
cher's jeopardy increas- game is make
a mental
ed when Smith stole mistake like
that. I balkthird and Herr second ed because I
stepped
with Alan Knicely at the off."
plate.
Aided by the infraction. St. Louis extended
its winning streak at
home to nine games for
the first time since 1974.

Paper says Col. Schiller
is new SEC commissioner
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
( AP) - The fifth fulltime commissioner of
the Southeastern Conference, to be introduced Friday, apparently
will be Col. Harvey W.
Schiller of the U.S. Air
Force Academy.

News reported that
Schiller is the choice of
selection committee
that received 70 applications. Schiller, 47, is
head of the Chemistry
Department and chairman of the athletics advisory committee at the
Air Force Academy.
The SEC president,
Prior to McWhorter,
Chancellor Gerald
the
SEC commissioners
'rut-Tier of Mississippi, is
to announce the suc- were Martin Conner,
cessor to Boyd Bernie Moore and Tonto
McWhorter, who is Coleman.
retiring after 14 years in
The SEC office in Birthe post.
mingham would say onThe Birmingham ly that Schiller was one

Carman also balked
after Vince Coleman
of four finalists for the singled to start the
Cards' fourth and paid
job.
the price when Herr hit
The other finalists a one-out RBI
single.
were Vanderbilt- The Phillies
tied in the
Athletic Director Roy sixth when
Gary Redus
Kramer, Mississippi singled, moved
up on a
Athletic Director wild pitch and
an infield
Warner Alford and single and scored
on
Metro Conference Com- Juan Samue
l's
missioner Steve grounder.
Hatchell.
Greg Mathews, 7-3,
Schiller has degrees pitched a six-hitter for
from The Citadel and St. Louis through eight
the University of innings, with Todd WorMichigan and a doc- rell finishing to tie the
torate in chemistry National League's
from the University of rookie record of 22
Michigan.
saves.

Shriners host tourney
(('onI'd from page 16)
Latham. Ed
Burgess

Latta

and

W L

No.10
7 40 a m - Scott Selber. John
Ryan. Mgrk Smelser. and Lynneod
Smelser
7 50 - Alfred Cherry. Michael
Dee. Larry McCully and Mark
Waldrop
7 58 - David Taylor. Kevin
Wright. Rick Qrr and Joey Williams
h 06 - Tony Wallace, Gary Hop.
per.:ken Asher and Eddie Morris
14 - Tom G Harmon, John L.
Harmon. ArRifIlitlititAll PWic
..tor.
Ii 22 - Paul Jerry Lee. Mac Fitts.
open and Ted Ilelaniy
'
8 30 Ron Colaon. David Sinclair.
Wthiam Vance and Mark Russell
311 - Kenneth Cooper. Chester
WIldley, Benny Shelton and Jimmy
Damson
8 46 - BM Null, Lou Davis. Jim
Sims and Mark Day
8 54 - Hollis BaldOck. Dennie
Mills, Joe Harris And John Flicklin
9 02 - Jerry Markham. Marshall
Lutz, Glenn Lutz and George Lee
• so - Wayne Browning. Claude
Dixon. Dick Wells and Tom Ray
9 18 - Gene Knight, Larry

Thomas. th ill's Mashburn and Bruce
Knight
9 26 - Bob Woodsman. Ricky
Yates, Bobby Wyatt and Charles
Henson
9.34 - Billy Thurman. JIggs
Lassiter. Judge Lassiter and Gary
Miller
9 42 - Doo Robinson. John McCage. Al Lindsey and Bob Fike
9-50 - John Childers, Mlles Frost.
Paul Burgess and Jim Burrick
m. -,Tommy Sanders.
John t,rtermous. Dan Miller_and
Rlck Lamkin
12 18 - Jerry Jones. Trent Jones.
ltairry Robinson and Pete Hilywood_.
12 24 - Dwain I.owry, Bud
Mullen. Charlie Reid and Russell
Wagner
12: 32 - open12'40 - open
12 48
open
12 36 -Fred Entx.Z. F:Mx. Bobby
Putteet and Joe Buten
1 04 - Freddy Poe. Bobby Hargis.
Jim Solomon and John Downs.
- 1 12 - open
I 20 - open
28 - open
1 36 - open
1 44 - Red Howe, Rick Miller.
Ron Foster and Mike Baker
1 52 - open

Second-seeded Purcell
wins first round match

SCOREBOARD
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
62
56
510
-57
57
35
52
West Division
37
511
is
4.
is
47
47

ruronto at lexas ii
Chicago at Milwaukee , n
Seattle al California n
Boston
Minnesota at Oakland .n.
Baltimore
-- New York
NATIONAL LEAGUE
(*troll
East Dirtston
Toronto
New York
71.
4
Cleveland
Montreal
5i,
53
515
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
54
53
4115 is,
St IAJULr.
541
52
479 2.0,
California
Chi,
ago
333,
411
56
442 24
Texas
Pittsburgh
32
42
kl
.,̀19
4t18 271
,
C'hicago
3E.
West Division
453
Kansas City
Houston
4414
45
So
556 Seattle
San It'rant is',,
4441 io
St, 52
5I11
4
Mumesota
I os Angeles
61.
4:414
54
5:t
Se,
Oakland
San I hegt.
427 I 1,
51
36
477 .
4
,
4
Atlanta
511
4117
St,
Wednesday's Games
49
tif,
41,7
Minnesota 5. California I
Wednesday's Games
New York
Milwaukee 3
New York 7 Chit ago 9 12 innings 1st gar..
Cleveland at Detroit. iipti Nor
New 'fork 11 (Imago 4 cusp 7 innings Oa
Toronto s Kansas City O
24441 game
Texas 13. Baltimore 11
San Francisco 2 Cm< innati 1 14 innings
Boston 9. Chicago
IA". Angeles 7 Houston 4
Oakland 7 Seattle 5
Muntr-aal 3. I-tittetturgh
Thursday'sGemes
St Louis 2 l'htladelpItia 1
viilwaukre ,LearN 7 11 • .d New Sri.
it-kro., 7
Atlanta 4 San Inc
-go 2
.n.
Thursday's Games
Cleveland , St hrorti 11 land P N sr..• Vor trl
New York at Chicago comp sun.. game
• Morris 12 7 and Thurmond 1 . •.f t
New York , Agullera 5-3. at Chicago . Sanderson 541
Kansas l'ity I ubI, za 32, al Tttrittln.
s
Philadelphia .Gross
at St Louts Tudor 16-5.
In,
Montreal 'Sc-bra 1 2, at Pittsburgh Mt Williams
Texas ,Correa 711' at Baltimore • M. .regor I. II.,
2
7.
in
I
only games st heduled
Seattle Moore 114. 14., at Califon
•‘„kiii 1.2 7
Fridays Games
n
Philadelphia at Chicago
Only games scheduled
Los Angeles at Cincinnati 2 .t n
Friday's Games
New York at Montreal fn.
Kansas City at NeW York
San Francisco at Atlanta . r.
Boston at Detroit ,
Pittsburgh
at St Louis in
Cleveland at ltaltin.r,
San !nein, at Houston I n
L
44
411
50
50
52
51
34

Pct
GS
585 561
3%
541
4,
533 5%
523 64
519
7
401 10

•••

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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CHABGE IT (MOST STORES)

Act Now and Save on Ther Bargains!

AUGUST SAVINGS SALE!
Remote-Control Telephone Answerer Custom-Matched Stereo Rack System
DU6FONE TAY-214 by Radio Shack

VOA:6,N,

Save $60 Save 59900
$400

11995

••••• "•••7

Low As $20 Per Month
On CitiLine•

Activated
Cassettes

Portable Cassette Recorder

Reg. 999.00

•SA-800 Amplifier. TM-800 AM/FM Tuner
•Optimus*-800 3-Way Speaker Systems
•LAB-800 Belt-Drive Turntable
•SCT-800 Hi-Speed Dual-Cassette Deck
•Genuine Oiled-Walnut Audio Rack

By Radio Shack

40%
Off

Reg.

2995

2995

Road Patrol XK' by Micronta

Cut
25%

Save
$60

5995

11995

Was 79.95 in 1986 Cat. 393
Call for help from the safety of your oar'
With CB. magnetic antenna. 12VDC plug for
car cigarette lighter. case. #21-1506

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

Pocket AM/FM
By Realistic

7995

•Ideal for Home, RV. Van, Camping
•Plays on AC,12VDC or Batteries
Enjoy sports. soaps and prime-time shows
on the go! Swivel handle doubles-as a
stand. #16-112
Battenes DC adapter extra 0,aaort ae

Superhet Radar Detector

TRC-412 by Realistic

Low As $20 Per

Month on Citiline•

PortaVision' by Realistic

Reg. 119.95

For home or office! Switchable Tone/pulse'
dialing White, #43-518. Brown. #43-519

Road Emergency CB System

Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

39.95

▪ Handset Includes
"Hang Up" Button
•Touch-Redial of
Last Number Called

Reg. 49.95

,$5.o0
Clark Clothing

Save
s40

25% On

Great for students or
for "voice lettersAuto-level. AC/battery
#14-1050 F ittenes extra

j

Desktop Trim-Fone" Portable 5" B&W TV Cut 33%

CTR-70 by Realistic

• Built-In Mike
•Cue/Review

System 800 by Realistic'

Low As $28 Per Month on CittLine •

Was 179.95 in 1986 Cat. 393
Never miss another call' Remote control lets you hear
calls from any phone #43-316

• Voice
• Dual

Reg. $10

Reg. 179.95

Delivers maximum on-the-road awareness!
Exclusive FAST' circuit helps prevent false
alerts. Sure to sell fast! #22-1611

AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Modulatre'-800 by Realistic

ro

Save $80

11995

Record off-the-air or
-live- by adding mikes'
Reg- Built-in equalizer. AC/
Low As 520
199.95 battery operation
Per Month on CuhLone:
#14-768 Batteries extra

Pocket Computer -

Under-Dash Cassette,

PC-3A 1K bt, 7anclv

By Realistic

Equalizer/Booster
By. Realistic

Cut 38%

1111111/am=w

40

0 WI IN 111
MI III 0

m

988
Was $15.95 in
1986 Catalog 393

V 6, A T, P
$10,085.00

um

Save 6995 Cut AC195
29% -*‘.
$30

Reg. 99.95
Programmable in BASIC! Has 16
arithmetic and 8 string functions
#26-3589

Take it out to the ball game!
With earphone'4,
12-636
Ram-, e.i,)

1986 GMC TC10903

Chtivic "itStirrhone isook lbfinè

glk

TRUCKS-TRAILERBUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

11

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Except for the sixth.
the Phillies' only bid
destructed in the third
then Ronn Reynolds,
after singling and advancing on Carman's
sacrifice bunt, was
caught in a rundown trying to score on Redus'
infield hit.
"He had a good.
changeup. He used it.
You have to give him
credit," Philadelphia's
Mike Schmidt said of St.
Louis' winning pitcher,
Mathews."Let's face it
we didn't have too many
chances

1111 RSI)A1', Al((ST 7, 19i46

•

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING

MAC

Worrell's feat tied the
first-year NI, mark set
in 1975 by the Cincinnati
Reds' Rawley
Eastwick. The major
league rookie record is
23 in 1980 by the Minnesota Twins' Doug
Corbett.
"We finally get a
tainted run. We've got to
try everything," said
Whitey Herzog, the
manager of a Cards club
that hasonly 34 home
runs in 105 games. "We had the green
light on (for Smith).
There aren't too many
pitchers that wind up
when you've got a guy
on third," Herzog said.
"All of them (umpires)
could have called it
(balk on Carman)."

natio ihaek

Murray's Mel Purcell scored a 6-1, 6-2 win over
Phil Tuckniss of Zimbabwe Tuesday in the first
round of the $25,000 Wachovia Tennis Classic in
Raleigh, N.C.
Purcell is the No. 2 seed in the tournament.
Jimmy Brown is the top seed.
Purcell is ranked 99th in the world, while
Brown is ranked 87th.-

Suits 36-52
$89.95
Sport Coats 36.56
$59.95
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts to 52
1/2 Price
Ties

& TIMES

'SiiITCHABI I TOUCH TONE 'POI SE

oho-F.,

tnoP and poise hne, TheteniP

Reg. 69.95

What a value' Auto-reverse
auto-search Locking fast-forward
and rewind 112-1979

C.4

tor • COPIP04:1,1•11.4

reyosong credo

Reg.S4.95
Adds 40 watts of power plus five
bands of equalization to your car
stereo! #12-1865

dIO Thai*Store or Deilenir Ne
s areitiou
II,areas Saving only pulse trotaetpu tine, YOU c

rornobten:ed serv,ces c-CC registered %ot rot use on party Imes We
•

45% 7(195
Off"

sto use senpc
'
es regtenng tones We me new ono-distance

service what we sell

trom Citibank Payment. may vary depending on balance

on, F

•nnt• •• n•P•brIt"•••i••(1
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a
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Summer ends with Playhouse production

Members of the Young Actors Guild perform warm-up exercises with Playhouse in the Park Executive
Director Liz Hussey (on platform at left) during last week's workshop.
Staff photo bv David Tuck

Young actors learn techniques at workshop
Many pe.apie believe
s,•methmg
that at ',In..:
:hat comes naturally.
members of the
Fttit
Young .‘ctors
Guild
ha‘ e learned. acting is a
that must he
-re\ el.ped through lots
or liard work

•

During the two weeks
that ,-omprised the 1' AG
v‘, iwkshop at Murray's
. Playhouse in the Park.
:20 barticipants . spent
•.otirs devt•loptng
',mg
They, character
and rela-

••

tionships through a
variety of vocal and
physical exercises.
-One of the things we
learned was how to
work in a specific env iornment.' com merited David Weatherly. one of the participants -It truly has
been a learning experience.'" said Jody
Borge. another
part
Liz Hussey. executive
director at Playhouse iii
the. Park and director of
the workshop. Is constantly a re-,..d hc the

talent, skill and dedication of these young people "It's great to see
these kids develop from
year to year."

Hussey. And with the
continuation of the
Young Actors' Guilo
workshops. these yount.,
people will continue to
improve, their theatre
skills while serving as
an asset to Murray's
Playhouse in the Park
and the community.

The Young Actors'
Guild just completed
their production of
William Shakespeare's
"A Midsummer Night's
Dream." a production
Officers of the Young
that was well received
Actors' Guild are Laney
throughout the com- Howell. president: Amy
munity. "The theatre Ross. vice ' president;
received more mail on Jenny Bates, secretary'Midsummer' than we • treasurer: Cathy Carhave on any other pro- mode, historian: and .
duction.
Stated
wbbie Mott, publicist. .

lt RI TH PERM NS
Arts Critic
The final offering of
the summer season at
Murray's Playhouse in
the Park is "Inherit the
Wind." by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert
E. Lee mot the Robert
Lee on the Court square
— this one is E for Edwin .and he writes
plays i. It offep an evening of excellent entertainment and an opportunity to consider some
of the issues most basic
to our way of life.
But you needn't worry
about-being crffended -crr
subjected to lengthy
classroom -type
diatribes. "Inherit the
Wind" is not ,against
religion, and it does not
mock or condemn
anyone's beliefs. It's a
funny, fierce, caring
play about honest, ordinary people trying to
do the right thing when
it's' hard to tell what the
right thing is.
Much has been made
of the historic and timely nature of this play —
historic because it is
based on the 1925 confrontation - of Clarence
Darrow and William

Jennings Bryan on the
issue of the government's right to regulate
the ideas to be taught in
. public schools — timely
because the issue is still
being heatedly debated
in and out of courtrooms
across the country.

Roderick Reed and knowledge, and is torn
Louise Weatherly are by the conflicts of her
dependable for their loves.
sparkling perforKenney is acquiring
mances, and they are
captivating as George quite a reputation in
Sitters and Mrs. Krebs, West Kentucky as a
lighting up the jury box director who can conand the whole stage in jure something fine and
the process. Vernon honest and artisitic out
Lawrence and Lee are
Gantt is priceless as the of situation fraught with
vehement in their inMayor cif Hillsboro -tif .disaster,_ and she's- dosistence that "Inherit
he ever runs in Murray. ing it again here. In adthe Wind'. is not history,
vote for him; you won't dition to constant
and of course they are
changes and cancellabe disappointed)..
right. There is no
James W. Davis plays tions, there is no set
nostalgia for the 1920's
the conscience - designer for this produchere; the world is
searching school tion. The entire set for
smaller and the ideas
teacher accused of "Inherit the Wind" conthemselves much larger
teaching forbidden sists of three tables and
and more compelling
ideas in the classroom: a sign that says "Read
now than they were
John Pasco, Jr. is a your Bible.".But with a
then.
compassionate jailor; great play and the abiliClarence Darrow was Mel Page is blustery ty to develop and focus
a scruffy old man in and eloquent as Mat- the talents of dedicated
1925. and never in his Thew Harrison Brady, actors, who 'weds a set?_
lifetime did he attain the the prominent
"Inherit the Wind"
slim, brooding elegance polictician-cum-lawyer will continue
at the
of Kent Jenkins, who who defends Hillsboro's Playhouse in the
Park
plays the Darrow-based right to restrict what this weekend,.
August
character in Murray's can be taught. And S-10. and you can
make
production of the play. Janet Kenney, stepping your reservation
s by
But Jenkins brings to into the role when a last- calling 759-1752.
It's a
the role a fire and pas- minute cast change left play you owe
yourself,
sion and commitment----the - play-without-one -of --tere-twelt-§•115
6-fit•the."''
that even Darrow would its principals, plays most fundamenta
l of all .
approve.
Rachel Brown, the our rights — the right to
There are a number of minister's daughter who be wrong. What
would
fine performances in loves Cates 'and' her any of us do
without
this nroduction., father and God and that?

'Moonlighting' tops Emniy nominations with 16
•

•

•show

pAsAirENA.
Eve ('alit\ . few
P
comesthat captures the
,..il,etiOfl ard I -

treated in the I-f„rprl-iy•
n o m I 0 a tio-n sI i
Cinderella at the ball.
This year it's ABC's
Moonlighting
a

tT NI M E
8 Oz. New York Strip
Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad
& French bread.
Thurs

'45°

Fr, & Sat Aug

7th 9th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

'425

-Every Thurs . Fri

& Sat Evemng

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864

caw'Y
ta 1.7ring
:1'a1i ,. s.,
ruckiallis as a fasttalking, impulsive
private eye and Cybill
Shepherd as his
glamorous, *practical
boss.
They're often at each
other's throats and only
a heartbeat away from
falling into each other's
arms.
The show, created by
Glenn Gordon Caron,
has sparkling_ dialogue
and hats done some daring and innovative
things, including a
1940s-style black-and white episode.

%4•4ai*Anze , •
Acl,s;
,
They included
nominations for best
drama series, best
drama series acting for
Willis and Miss
Shepherd., best supporting actress for Allyce
Beasley. and best guest
actress for Whoop'
Goldberg. It also received two nominations for
directing and two for
writing.

Other big nominees
were NBC's "The Cosby
Show" and "The Golden
Girls." tied at 15 each,
NBC's "St. Elsewhere"
and movie "An Early
"Moonlighting" Frost," tied at 14 each.
received 16 nominations NBC's "Cheers" with
for the 38th annual 11, and NBC's "Amazprime -time Emmy ing Stories" and the
awards. announced CBS special "Death of a
Thursday by the Salesman." tied at
10
01 TcltvIslcin each.

Milierray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week' for only

Max Cleaver, Mel Page and Vernon Gantt appear in 'Inherit the Windthis weekend at PlayhottzLe
in the
Park.
•

WKMS Highlights
Friday. August 8. through Thursday, August 14
Monday-Friday
5- 30 a. m Morning Edition
9.00 a m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 -00 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's newsmagazine
of the air
. 6:00 p m Radio Reader
Friday. August 8
6- 30 p m Evening Classics • Classical Encore. C.B Hunt hosts two hours
of favorites from the WKMS classical library
8- 30 p.m. Nightbeat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the '60s through the '805
11 (Sip m. Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams Two hours of contemporary
jazz
Saturdy. August
6:00 a m The Flea Market Doc Watson. Josh White. Jr . Anne Hills and
Footloose are Jim Post's guests
8:00 a.m Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music from'
the WKMS record library with special features from 10 00 a.m. to Nodh.
Jane Moore hosts an hour of contemporary folk music beginning at 10:00
a.m. Highlights frem the annual Kentucky Fried Chicken Bluegrass
Festival will be heard from 11 00 a.m to noon
12 Noon. Mythic Times Lynn Jarrett hosts an hour of acoustic music

HOLLAND DRUGS

$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Cards & Gifts
Add a touch of
country to your home!
Choose from our
great selection of...
•Heart Rugs
•Lamps
•Wall Plaques
•Baskets
•Lots More!

Only $4
Per Month Includesame Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

New shipmen\t

has just arrived!

1>c, - • •-1>:?; ••
Name
Address

Let one of our registered
pharmacists fill your
prescriptions and receive

Box No.

City

State

Zip

, 15% Cash Discount
11o4offiw•-44d Oiekfosttion Setteicer-

P-1
,•

For More Information Call 753-1916

109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

P.O. Box 1040 Murray. KY 42071

•

•

-

-

91.3 FM
ranging from the trarhtionat to progr,,,tii.
1 00 pm The Times They Are A changm with John Griffin and Jim
Carpenter 10-00 p m. Music from the Hearts .7f
.. Space Electronic and meditative
space music,
Monday. August 11
6:30 p m. Evening Classics — Symphony Orrhestra of Montreal with
Gyorgy Lehel. conductor. and Claudio Arrau. piano. Prokoftev - Symphony
NO 1: Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 4, Stbellus Symphony No 1
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Lucky Thompson. Remo
Palmieri. Ella Fitzgeraki, others
Tuesday. August 12
6 30 p m. Evening Classics — The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra
- Leonard Slatkin conducts Mozart The Marriage. of Flgaro overture.
Schubert Symphony No 9: Schoenberg Plano Concerto Emanuel Ax.
pianist.
8 30p.m. Easy Street I lave McKenna. Scott Hamilton. Bill Yeager and
others,
Wednesday, August 13
6:30 p.m Evening Classics - New York Chamber Music Series Richard
Stoltzman, clarinet and Richard Goode. piano
8.30 p.m Easy Street Bobby Bryan features Red Garland. Carmen Leg•
gio, Rosemary Clooney. others
Thursday. August 14
•
600 p.m. Radio Reader The Songs of Distant Earth by Arthur C Clarke
Is Dick Estell's new book
6:30 p.m Evening Classics • New York Philharmonic In concert in
'Madrid. Zubbn Mehta conducts,works by Bach, Mozart and Strauss
.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street. Nat Cole, Coleman Hawkins. Cal Collins. others
2:00 p.m. PoUuck. Jan Stentz & Barney McClure and Good OF liersons
Join Sandy Bradley and the Small Wonder String Hanel
300p.m. Whad "Ya Know' Michael Feldman is host of an hour of comedy. Interviews and call-Ins
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered The hour-long weekend Version
5:00 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion A special summer concert with
Doc Watson and TaJ Mahal
7:00 p.m Marian McPartland's Piano la* Dick Wellstood is guest
8:00 p.m. Jazz Saturday Night
Sunday. August 16
600 a m Music from Interlochen
7:00a m Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt
0:30 •.m Saint Paul Sunday Morning Pianist Claude Frank
11:00 a m Chamber Music
1 00 pm The Big Broadcast of 11186 Bobby Bryan features the MUSIC
of Harry James, Glenn Miller. Stan Kenton. Chick Webb. others
4 00 pm All 'things °moldered
5 00 pm Our Times with Kent Jenkins. WKMS news director
6.00 p.m Teti Me a Story Award winningwriters read their own stories
and chat with host Herbert Gold Alice Adams, "Alaska "
6 30 p.m New Sounds with John Schaeffer. Performances by Philip
Glass, Keith Jarrett, Kay Gardner. others
7 30 p.m Audiophile Audition John Sunter presents New Music
II and
an interview with Bob Orban on AM stereo
8,30p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins Music by Al Cohn. Herb Ellis.
Blue Mitchell. others

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
- 'We'd like 10-1'iaiie the- dripcirlunily 10 sfibw you
what we mean.. with quality
State Auto
protection and service .Call Ji
ll Insurance
:LI Companies
us today
-

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southside ol the Ct Square
753-4451

Agents
Den McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pile Purdom

e' •
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New auditing firm recommended for TVA
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP — The Tennessee
Valley Authority:s inspector general has
recommended hiring a
new auditing firm to ensure credibility in the
agency's accounting, a
TVA spokesman said.
"(Inspector General)

Norman Zigrossi is concerned with preserving
the independence and
integrity of the auditing
process." said TVA

and Lybrand, has been
reviewing TVA's financial records for 31 of the
past 49 years, Cadotte
said.

spokesman Bruce
Cadotte on Wednesday.
The current firm
under contract, Coopers

TVA would continue
The national firm. its current contract with
with offices in Knox- Coopers and Lybrand
ville, has been TVA's ,until its October expiraonly outside auditor, tion, Cadotte said.

with the exception of an
audit opinion by the U.S.
comptroller., general in
1959. TVA officials said.

BARGAIN

Kentucky Sheriffs And Deputies seeking training in taxes, service
to the court, elections and law enforcement, now have the opportunity to attend the state's only
organized sheriff's training program at
the Kentucky Sheriff's Association Academy on Western Kentucky
University's campus. The academy's
first session began July 20 and has attracted more than 20 sheriffs
and deputies representing 27 counties
across the state. Participants include (left to right) from Calloway
County, Dan Bazzell, deputy; from
McCracken County, Howard Walker, sheriff; from Union County.
Mike Thompson, deputy; and from
Ballard County, William Coplen, deputy.

OF THE MONTH
"ffrEinaWe

WESTCLOX'
turtle
W8X s

New training course provided for state's
sheriffs and deputies-at Western Kentucky
Kentucky sheriffs and
deputies seeking training
in taxes, service to the
court,.elections. and law
enforcement, now have
the opportunity to attend
the state's only organized sheriff's training program at the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association
Academy on Western
Kentucky University's
campus"°
"This is the first
organized and structured
program' in the state
designed to provide
training for 'sheriffs."
says Dr. Clayton Riley,
director of WKU's Conti,_
nuing Education Center.
"The sheriffs across the
state have been very enthusiastic about the program."
Although the state requires city police officers
to pass a state-financed
training program, with
an additional $2.500 paid
to each cadet while training, no such incentive exists for sheriff and deputy employees Who require no training.
However, now that the
sheriffs
succession
amendment has passed.
Riley feels there will be
a greater incentive and
need for formal training.
WKI.J's program. instructed by sheriffs,
Kentucky state personnel.,judges, and county
and Commonwealth at-

torneys, involves a fourweek basic training session for new sheriffs and
deputies, a one-week session for sheriffs and chief
deputies, and a one-week
continuing education
program
offering
seminars in specific
areas
and
current
information.
"It's a grueling program," Riley says.
"They train from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and attend
evening classes from
6:30 to 9. But I'M really
Impressed with their'
dedication — they really
want the training-- .The 'academy's first
session began, July 20
and has attracted more
than 20 sheriffs and
deputies representing 27
counties across the state.
"The local law enforcement agencies,
county officials and local
Sheriff "Peanut" Gaines
have all been very
cooperative in making
the program a success,"
Riley -says.
Attending from Adair

THE FAR SIDE

County is Bobby Willis,
deputy; from Larue
County, Merle Edlin,
sheriff; Taylor County,
Jack Marcum, sheriff;
Barren County, Billy
McCoy, deputy; Wayne
County, Jim Hill, sheriff;
Logan County, Richard
Brooks, deputy; Warren
County. Tommy Flora,
deputy; Calloway County, Dan Bazzell, deputy;
McCracken
County,
Howard Walker, sheriff
Union County, Mike
Thompson,
deputy;
-Ballard County, William
Coplen, deputy; Mason
County. TonyVienz,
deputy; Greenup County, Kenneth Bowling,
deputy
and
Earl
Buckler, deputy; Magoffin
County, Benny
Patrick. deputy; Pike
County, Paul Hatfieid,
deputy and Stephen
Nunemaker, deputy;
Oldham County, Peggy
Plummer. deputy; Jefferson County, Lou
Byron J r., deputy.
Rodney Middleton, deputy; Shelby County,

-3.00

Your Final
Cost

2.99

LEGAL NOTICE

99C

While
Supplies
Last

While
Supplies
Last

2-In. x 60-Yd. Cloth Duct
Tape seals A/C and heating

16-0z. Clear Guard' Protectant beautifies vinyl,leather

ducts to keep air in. It's a great
energy saver'
9360FS
QUANTITIES LIMITED

or rubber to let natural color
really shine through. r-1o3

--LEGAL NOTICE

QUANTITIES LIMITED

LEGAL NOTICE

6.88

While
Supplies
Last

Fashion Ben Key-Wound
Alarm Clock w/luminous

hour dots and hands In choice
of 4 designer colors
QUANTITIES LIMITED

•

LEG AL NOTICE

LEGA!. NOTICE
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CALLOW A'COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Statement
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes the following informat
ion
and supporting data may be inspected by the
general public at 710 Main Street from August 11,
1986
thru August 15, 1986, between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public
Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Director:
Assistant Director:
Board of Trustees:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Chairman:
Vice Chairman:
Member:

By GARY LARSON

Margaret Trevathan, 710 Main Street, Murray,
KY 42071
Carolyn Adams, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY
42071
Charles S. Foster, 1200 Crestwood Pl., Murray,
KY 42071
Elsie Parker, Rt. 7, Box 16, Murray. KY 4207
.1
Walter Apperson, 1511 Chaucer, Murray, KY 42071
Robert Martin, 1521 Canterbury, Murray, KY
42071
Frank Doran, 2012 Brookhaven Dr., Murray, KY
42071

Summary financial statement for Calloway County
Public Library District for fiscal period July
1 1985 to June 30, 1986:
Beginning cash on hand July 1. 1985

$26.222.19

Receipts:
Property taxes
Fines
Miscellaneous
Kentucky Dept. of Libraries & Archives

LANDER. Wyo.(AP)
— Singer Tennessee Ernie Ford, former Boston
Celtics basketball
player John Havlicek,
college basketball coach
Bobby Knight and Gov.
Ed Herschler will get
one shot each to try to
kill an antelope.
The celebrities are to
participate in the 43rd
Annual One Shot
Antelope Hunt on Sept.
20, organizers said.

BE

199

Less Mir 's
Rebate

George Poulter, deputy;
Bullitt County. Joe !lice,
deputy; Bourbon County,
Wm. Lewis Jenkins III.
deputy; Clark County,
Victor Patton, deputy;
Fayette County, Jim
Laughlin,
deputy;
Franklin County, Cecil
Hayden, deputy; Scott
County, Sammy Lucas.
deputy and Charlie
Finley, deputy; and
Woodford County, John
Coyle. deputy.
-

One-shot antelope
hunt is scheduled

BEING A WORLD FAMOUS
ATTORNEY MUST
AN
ENORMOUS RESPONSIBILITY_

Our Price

$132,994.68
1,110.71
2,569.85
29,629.00

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$166,304.24

Expenditures:
Personnel
Books and Materials
Operations
Debt Retirement
Capital Outlay

$81,599.08
17,258.86
32,591.40
8,807.33
23,671.18

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

4

$163.927.85

. Ending Balance
$28,598.58

I MEAN,'(Othtt
HAVE CLIENTS
TO YOU EVERY
WHO NEED WV

TAKE MY CLOSS,CAPPc)

DO YOU HAVE A
"TERRIBLE FEELING OF
RESPONSIBILITY WHEN
YOU TALK TO THEM?

HAR! HAR!
WHAT ARE YOU
CrOING TO
DO NOW?

WEN I WAS A
LITTLE KID, ALL I
NEEDED FOR A LAY
AT TI-kE BEACH k1,446
A PAIL AND 6140VEL

THIS IS SURELY BREAKING
SOME PET LABOR LAW
•

IM SORRY,5i1Z,
W.71,1R NEW WEAPON
IS WORTHLESS

NOW EVERY TIME I
TRY TO GET AWAY
FROM IT ALL , I END
UP BRINGING MCST
OF IT
ML

17'5 2E5iGt
,
JE C2 TO BE C AP T URED
THE ENEMY AN9 DRIVE THEM CRAZY

7,1'7

116.

ii

ticeefe
"
.
do P40
DAVI'S p.-7

-

.4r

rR4RT
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BARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers tor $21 95 installed 200 N 4th St
Murray. h:v 753-6001.
BARriFTIT'S Service
Center has heavy duty
Monroe shocks for $ ss
200 N 4th St
Moira',
Ky 753-6001.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Intermediate
or
Custodial Care
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confineNursing
ment,
Home Insurance is
more important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Sunshine
Center
Fall
Registration
Age 2-5

'fl-IF Gold Nugget. west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky 247-6762
Diamonds. black hills
gold. 14kt gold chains'.VSe self for less- -We
g.uarantee It " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

tree local ciaLto service"

in 111(10%

AIREMCA'S FAMOUS
LINCOLN LOG HOMES
NOW SEEKING A DEALER
FOR MS AREA

tati;.• tops
and patio door
•

•
St inn
aindow doors &
s.- ret•rlS repaired and
replio:ed
Nt&G Glass
Co - Dixieland . 'Center.

753.01..0

Now Buy
14 Karat Gold Chain
By The Inch

- FEATURING •sow" 13" unifonn treated

North 641 Flea Mkt.
Hwy 641 N
vr.,pr Wkjgoos ruin

I. 4.

roe are Ina pe,so.. we
are looking for TIN financial
OPpOrtuntry of representing
Lincoln Log Homes • Proven
Ahnner is unlimited
ii

Bklg

Sr 8 5 Sr' 12 30 5

logs
• Exclusive weather lole leg
corners
• Two-Pay training program
tor all dealers

5

Lost and Found
I 1.0sT my miniature
pinscher. black & tan.
doesn't have ears clipped. 4 mos. old, weighs 5
lbs Reward. Has to
have daily medication
to live Please call
759-9853 or 753-2499.
6

Help

Wanted

ARTIST model. Department of Art. Part
time Salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
-preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need. for models for fall
semester 1986 Contact
Department of Art.
Murray. Ky 42071 50276')-37S4 FOE. M F
TiARYSITTER needed
afternoons. 2.5 Mon..
Wed.. Thurs & Fri. at
my home. for 2 children. Light housekeeping. Must have references & provide own
transportattneYBABYMTTER in Lynn
Grove area. ap.proximately -r.- hOurs
after school. for 1st
grade girl Call 435-4433
after 5:30.
BOARD certified
family physician desires clinical assistant
for office. Will consider
RN. LPN. Medical assistant or -.certified
nurse practitioner.
Reply to P.O. Box
1040-G. Murray. KY.
COULD you use extra
Christmas money"
Ladies or .students to
help - with direct sales
Call earn up to 5200 per

• Protected sales territory
US51 Maxi-Mini solar and
firepiace total home heal.
• ing system that can cut
•
uP to GO% installed for under $6,000
week. Send narnt• &
• Sold in kit lorm or as
sembled
phone nianber to Box
•
lndendual selected must have 2507 Untsierw0,s(--Stetion.
cream
rtre from
abtlity to purchase or mon- Murray.
o rat - i•
Tht3r .44xt..orat
,gage a 413,100 model home GOLINTER -brip- _-ar -sales
ing is superil. BeFt of
Catr0.04 LANCE (70419324151
Collect Lincoln Log 'Homes, position in • auto parts •
their prices are great
sox Lumber Lane. Katmap - Experience preferred
jS a call
olis NC 29981
Send resume : Rt 7 Box
pr ':::se you 11 be glad
746. Murray. Ky.
did 759-4492 or
DO you need a Job and
4455-Jvenings
NoW, open- Blood River
hope for the future" We
Fish Market. Hwy 280.
now have 5 openings
Pottertown I ioen sa tn.
that include training
Will do
tcpm
and placement You
may quafify if you don't
babysitting
have a GEL) or High
FOR SALE
in your home
School diploma and
1984 Cutlass
have been out of school
Nights or
9 months or more and
Supreme
weekends.
are between ages of 16 &
44:ir , V-6, ex condiCall us --at JTPA
$2 per hour
753-9375 Monday-Friday
tion, lot of options.
sa.m.-lp m_
Call 753-8857
Call 469
EASY ASSEMBLY
after 6 p.m.
after 5:30 p.m.
WORK' 1714.06 per 100
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3415 EnDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
terprise. Ft. Pierce. Fl
Gold
Silver
33482
Closed
Closed
EXPERIENCED over
363.00
Yesterday
Yesterday
5 24
the road truck .driver.
Must be at least 25 yrs.
Opened
Opened
of age & 2 yrs over the
Today
361.10
Today
5 18
road. verifiable. Call
Down
1 90
Down
.06
436-2837.
Compliments of:
PROFESSIONAI.
secretary. Basic office
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
skills a must, insurance
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
knowledge helpful
753 7 1 1 3
Reply in confidence
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
with resume dr salary
We loon money on anything of value
expectations to P 0
Hours( 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday
Box 521. Murray. Ks
42071.
•

Nt-'• Caxe Hut- when
need a e.ake for any
relson call Pam's Cake Hut Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and Red with a butter

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tool for
woodworker
6 Intertwine
'Division of
year
12 Stretcher
14 Pound down
15 Winged
17 Iron symbol__
18 Saloon Stock
19 Demean , •
20 Elevenses
21 Tellurium
symbol
22 Apportion
23 English baby
carriage
24 Profits
morally
26 Red
vegetables
27 Intellect
28 Small
children
29 Extra

31 Apprehends
34 Salary
35 Scoff
36 Babylonian
deity
37 Native metal
38 Place for
worship
39 Shipshape
clock
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Propagate
42 Rabbit
enclosure
43 Bulletin
45-More flexible
47 Time from
dusk to dawn
48 Penetrate

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
LAW

6

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

•State license
•Sequential
Curriculum
•Tuition '30 per week
•Hours
6:30am - 5:15pm
-Call Now753-6695 or 753-8945
Limited enrollment
Deadline Aug. 15, 1986
Hwy 94E 1 mile from city limits

Notice
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FATAL

FOP

Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED cutter
grinding person needed
lay depends on experience Send resume
Pt) Box 310-TG,
to
Paris, TN 38242.
I M M EDI ATE opening receptionist
bookkeeper with computer training &
knowledge of accounting procedures. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray,
Ky
ItiCREASED sales and
service requires .imm e'diale need for
qualified experienced
service technicians. For
interview. Lonnie
Goben i 502 i826-7600_
Don Mahurin Chevrolet.
Henderson. Ky.
JOIN the staff of
Maurices. Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
Murray. New. exciting.
contemporary fashion
store. Maurices needs
part time & full time
sales people. Must be
ambitious, _enthusiastic.
fashion minded & have
sales ability. 10-35 hours
per week. Excellent
salary & benefits. Call
for more information.
Alisa at 753-9617.
LOOKING for part-time
workers. An equal opportunity employer.
Kentucky Agriculture
Statistics Service needs
in counties of Graves
and- Calloway.. Applicant must be 18 years
old, have valid drivers
license and access to
atitomobile. Salary
starting at $5.49 per
hour including training
time plus 20.5 cents per
mile for travel. Farm
background desirable
but not essential. Contact Charles Babb at
502-988-2191 after 2p_m.
NON smoking sitter for
4y r
old.
7 : 30 a .m - 3 : 30p._ m.
Mon. -Fri. Light
housework. Call 7530372.
Ladies need some
extra income? Enjoy Christmas' We
have the perfect
party plan for you!
No
investment!
Free teaining! For
more information
247-44569 a.m.-5
p.m. or 753-7377
after
6
weekends.

and

REI'S needed for business accounts. Fulltime, $60.000-$80.000part-time. $12.000-$18.
000- No selling, repeat
business. Set your own
hours. ,Training pro.vided. Call: 1-612-9386870.
8a.m. to
5 p.m. iCentral
Standard Time I.
SALES position- an
exciting way to meet
new people & make
good money. 5 positions
open for the Murray
area Starting weekly
salary $200 plus commission for those who
qualify. We train_ Must
have own transportation. Call 753-0229 for
appointment WANTED- part time
sales help. Excellent
commission. 'Work your
own hours. Teacher.
coaches especially attracted to one company
please respond to P.O.
Box 630, Murray. KY. if
interested.
WANTED
someone
rues & Thurs. 8-12. to
do light housekeeping.
Must have own transportation 136-5380.
9. Situation

Wanted

15 Articles for Sale
4 PILOT gas stove with
oven and broiler. excellent condition. $50 Call
759-10s2.
HOTPOINT stove and
portable dishwasher.
like new, almond colorstove $25. dishwasher
$200 Call after 6p.m.
753-1960 or 759-1394.
TAPPAN 36
gas
range. $50 Hotpoint
refrigerator. $40 Call
759-9669.
WHIRLPOOL dryer.
$150. Ella Davis. Rt. 5
Box 636. Murray. 1
miles from Barrier
Grocery.
16. Home Furnishings
COUCH, good condition.
is roll away bed. Call
after 6p.m. 498-4992.
KINt size waterbed, 6
drawer. sheets & comforter. $150 Call 4362682_
WHIRLPOOL
MICROWAVE ovens as
low as $4 per week: 25"
Magnavox color TV as
low as $7 per week.
Whirlpool automatic
washer as low as $6 per
week: Whirlpool refrigerator as kwc as $8
per week -Goodyear
753-0595.
19

Farm

Equipment

4-WHEEL trailer. extremely heavy duty

20

Sports Equipment

sale: set of new
Dunlop Max 357 metal
rwoods won at Rotary
tournament and never
used. $75 Call 762-4796
after 5p.m
REMINGTON Special
purpose 3" magnum.
26" full choke, excellent
condition 5325. Call
753-0919.
REMINGTON 7400 .270
2x -7x scope, sling &
swivels recoil pad,
excellent condition.
'5350, 753-0919.
FOR

22

Musical

I :•Eli piano, good confor practice,
student or enjoyment, harts ,tune
well, 7 5 3 - 5 2 9 3 or
436-2399
d 'non
being

24

Miscellaneous

F L F C TRIC
typewriters- 1 desk
model. 1 portable', 17"
..hain saw, Sears_ Adding machine cash register. manual.
759-1156.
BACH Mercedes IT
trombone with F.
attachment. Sharp
electronic typewriter.
has many options and
can be used with a
computer. Call 753-5347.
BEAUTY shop 'equipment Call 753-4474 or
753-071s.
BETA video system
with camera. 2 weeks 4
program capacity with
wireless remote. 5800.
Call 753-4941.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Need winter firewood
now" Call D W. Fox
753-856s.
FREEZER: sewing
marhing: 4 Anderson
windows. Call 489-2711.
GRASS is growing fir
will continue to grow
this summer! Swap- for
a new wheel horse now.
Prices will never be
lower' Instant credit!
90 days same as cash!
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
HORSEMAN & Ideal
baby (lolls for sale. No
Cabbage Patch. Call
753-4124.
IT'S not to early to think
about your chain saw.
needs for fall wood
cutting' See us at
Stokes Tractor, Indust,
rial Rd. 753-1319.

1

ARENA
RE
ARE CHRISTIAN mother
will, babysit in her
ADDLE
TITLES home. Willing to take
=DOLTS
ROT
Excellent re
baby
‘
OREL
EAT
DEFT ferences. Call 759 1051.
BODES
TAP
PEE HANDICAPPED
veteran: seeks full time
EM
SAD
GAP
AN manual 'labor
employ
Special $ 1
YET
WIN
LOESS menf.' Job training
through
provided
While They Last
SORT
SATE
PIEW
W A T.C.H with partial
WINES..
Hurry!
MOUT
reimbursement to the
PRUNES
NESTLE employer. Call 759 1965
Hazel Lawn
HOP
EAR
R I WILL stay with the
LEADSI
Garden
ICE
LEAST
RYE sick or elderly. nights
Call for further in
Center
formation Call after
311 Main St.
infatuation
4 Japanese
5p m 753 4590
Hazel Ky. 492-5147
That
thing
9
drama
DOWN
I will babysit in my
10 Loss
5 Empowered
home Call 753 0092.
11 Iowa e g
6 Explosion
iixtures. adding
Tolled
PRIVATE home & care ST(
13
Paper
7 Ceremony
2 Crippled
for elderly lady in machines, counters.
measures
8 Goddess of
etc. See at The Green
3 Viper
Hazel, KY ;750 month
16 Country of
Door or call 753-7972.
Call 492 8510.
Asia
USED aluminum
•
2
3
4
9
10
19 Place in line WILL do general clean
ing, 55 hour. Excellent irrigation pipe. 3" thru
20 Lock of hair
10", plastic roll -out
11
references 435 4338.
12
13
22 Blazing
pipe Brannan Irriga
23 Actor Falk
lion 314-246-2240
•
14. Want to Buy
14
15
17
25 Likeness
WE have a few new
16iU
WANT
to
Craftsbuy
26 Shipworm
push mowers left at
18
man 12- band saw, any
19
111
28 Foot lever
bargain prices includ
753-8019.
condition
Call
29 Faint
ing the new Hi-Wheel
WILL buy junk cars ift Push'
30 Forgive
21
22
Stokes Tractor
trucks. Call 753-3633
31 Poker stake
753-1319 Industrial Rd
III
32 Seesaw
24
25
33 More secure
1.1
WI
35 Rain and hail
38 Chief
ill
Id
39 Probosces
The City of Murray will accept sealed
32 33
41 Large
bids for the demolition and removal of a
MIll
42 Temporary
II
iiii
substandard structure. Contract re34
bed
44 Agave plant
quirements are available in the Fire Mar1111•
46 Running
37
shal's Office. City Hall (753-12201. Sealed
III
II
II
imturned Urine(r(1.1W;Clip,
.Weft
.
flee no later than 3:00 p m. August 18, Mt
ill
111111111
111
The City of Murray reserves the right to
illill
select the lowest or best bid or to reject all
ill
44•UU
bids
Phillip Owens, Fire Marshal
ill
il

5

Poulan
Weed-Eaters

2"

dais

NOTICE

•III
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Miscellaneous

LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield.
KY. 502-247-7831.
CitYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
RON'S Muffler will
change your oil filter
with lube. $14.95: heavy
duty shocks. $15.90 installed: mufflers. $26.95
installed. 400 N. 4th St.
753-3514.
STOP by ir see tAe new
BCS tiller for your fall
tilling. Stokes tractor,
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
2 6 . TV -Radio
FISHER 19 color TV.
with stereo, 2 months
old. Call after 5p.m.
762-6105.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
14x70 'is HOLLY Park.
2 BR. central heat'air
2 acre wooded lot. Mid
$20's. 121 N. 753-1953,
489-2854.
1810._S.03.,ESELLE. 12x65.
3 BR gas appliances
good condition. has to be
moved. $2,500_. 436-2559.
1981 14 x 56 BUCCANEER, good condition. Call 489-2861 after
4:30p.m.
1982 14x70, 2 large
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
large kitchen and living
room, newly decorated.
Call 489-2813.
1984 14x70 PARTIALLY
furnished, 2 BR, 7 bath.
See at Mobile Home
Village, 8 6. 753 7624
after 5p.m.
LIKE new, 1983
Buckaneer double wide,
on nice lot, wood stor
age building also. Call
759 1293. L"7
j.
"
SEVER A12.'
'•
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake-or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable. 753 5209.
TIDWELL, the Rolls
Royce of mobile homes
and lot for sale to best
bidder. CaO, 492 8883. -

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR. furnished or
unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
EOR rent- 2 BR trailer.
$125 a month.. water
furnished. Call 436-2332
or 436-2328.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray.. No pets. Call
489-2611
30. Business

Rentals

OFFICE space in
Southside Shopping
Center. Call 753-4509.
753-6612.
OFFICE space- 1 year
lease minimum
more
if needed). 1 private
office. 1 receptionist
office, 1 bath, storage
room. 1 parking space.
free city parking next to
office.
fur.
nished. $250 per month_
Write P.O. Box 1040-B.
Murray, Ky. for more
information.

32

Apts for Rent

40. Produce

1 BR apt.. $120 a month,
2 blocks from University. 1628 Miller. 753-3415.
after 5p.m. 753-7123,
2 BR duplex with carBisco variety
port on Stadium View
None better for canDr. Central heat and
ning or freezing.
air, all appliances,
carpeted. Deposit reShupe-Dix Orchard
quired. Nsi pets.
12 miles west of
Married couples
Murray on Hwy. 94
preferred. Available
Turn south at Hat Sept. 1. Call 753-179.9
after 5:30p.m.
poles Store. Y. mile
2 BR furnished- apt. at
look for signs.
Cypress Springs. by the
382-2849
day, week or month. No
pets. Call 436-2594 if no
answer 436-2231.
41
Public Sales
2 BR model T V A
energy efficient duplex
in Northwood. Appliances furnished.
central heat & air, on
quiet deadend street.
Deposit. No pets. Call
753-7185 after 6p.m.
2 BR. upstairs, furnished apt. Water paid.
Deposit required. Call
after 5p.m. 753-0087.
EXTRA - nice furnished
efficiency apt. for two
female students or
married couple, two
blocks from University.
$290 a month, utilities
included. $100 deposit
required. No smokers
please. Call 753-2813.
1dUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. I, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Op_porturkity_._
75940ti.
NICE 2 BR apt. 1413
Hillwood .Dr.. $275 a
month. Lease & deposit.
No pets. Call 753-0814.
NICE 2 BR duplex with
carport in private area.
appliances furnished.
No pets. Call 753-3343.
N ICE 3 bedroom
duplex. $2643 per month.
Call 753-1515.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
-6650.
app Ica
r Section 8. Rent
tisidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
R. Apply Hilldale
pts_. Hardin, Ky.
E qual .H-ousing
Garage Sale
ii
rtunit
2 Families
34 Houses for Rent
BARGAINS
1 BEDROOM hoose at
Hamlin. Private drive
Friday. Aug 8
with lake access. Fur8:00-5:00
nished with' central heat
Saturday, Aug. 9
& air. *200 per month,
_ 8:00-5100
$200 deposit. Call 436Location Kingswood
2811 after 6p.m.
Subdivision follow Wiswell
TWO bedroom, garage.
Road to entrance of
utility, stove, refrigeraKingswood Sub 1st right,
tor, married couples only,
1st left, Corner of
no pets, deposit reKingsway & Lancelot
ferences. Call 492-8594.
(follow posters to sale)

41

Public Sales

LARGE
2 FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE

Freestone
Peaches

Sat., Aug. 9
7 a.m.-?
505 & 507
Lynnwood Ct.
Depression glass,
clothes, patio furniture and much
more.

3
FAMILY
YARD
SALE

3-Party
Patio Sale
1505 Tabard

Friday
1:00
1611
West Main
Everything
Wit Sell

Canterbury Estates
Fri., Aug. 8-8-4
No Early Sales
Lots of Household
items.
Clothing,
toys,
drapes,
bedspreads, curtains
and much more.

Yard
Sale

YARD
SALE

4 Families
Fri & Sat
Aug 8 & 9
Peck's
Uholstery
609 S. 4th St.

Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
310 N.
8th St.

Yard
. Sale
Sat. Only
8 am -?
408 N. 17th St.
Clothes, misc. &
items from local
store

Yard
Sale

37. LiveStock-Supplies
REGISTERED Quarter
horse, trained to show.
very gentle, Call 4892711.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per.
formance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $650 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8794.

Sat. Only
8-4
205 S. 16th St.

38

Furniture, dishes,

Pets-Supplies

Yard
Sale

AKC Chihuahua, male, clothes, handiman
3 yrs. old, $50. Light red
supplies and more
poodle, 1 yr. old, proven
stud. $50. Call 436-2901
AKC- German Shepherd
puppies- show, obedience. family com•
panion. OFA,
Schuthund, hips
guaranteed. Royal
Thur.-Fri.-Sat
Timber Shepherds- 502.
Fairview Acres
235-5364.
AKC Toy Poodle puppy. Summer and winter
clothes, all sizes, men.
Call 753-0499.
women. boys & girls,
BEAUTIFUL tiny Toy
Rent
32 Apts for
Poodle puppies. $135 ea. great for back to school
Also name brand jeans.
Also. Teacup Poodle
1 BEDROOM duplex
apartment. 2 blocks puppy, $195.' Reg. South
sizes,
all
many
Fulton 901-479-2229.
from University and
household items, home
centers.
Stove
shopping
BRITTANY pups. ARC
stereo. lamps. sheets
& refrigerator fur- registered, champion
something for everyone
month.
nished. $135 per
lines, 8 months old. 2
Call 753-4845 or 435-4181.
orange & white males. 2
liver- & white males.
2 BEDROOM doplex in
Northwood. Appliances. William Wesley 901-6923268 after 5p.m. daily.
carpet. central heat &
air. Energy efficient. anytime Sat. & Sun.
No pets. Call 753-7185.
PgGISTERED English
2 BR. 2 bath. washer & Setter puppies, champion blood linex- Ghost
dryer hook-up, central
heat & air, water fur- Train. Mr. Thor. I'M
Saturday, Aug. 9th
Oscar. Flaming Star.
nished. No pets please
9:00 a.m.-4 p.m.
Call 753-9350.
753-3949.
(No Early Sales)
805 Vine Street
Folks if you don't want to pay
Clothes, furniture,
household items,

4 Party
Yard Sale

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE

through your

for

misc.

Fri & Sat
8 am-4 p.m.
1013 Payne St.
Childrens clothes,
toys, trash compactor, grinder,
bicycle & much
more

YARD
SALE
Fri., Aug. 8
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1518 Canterbury
Small appliances,
Ram
Par
Bikes,
clothes,
other
goodies. CB, old
radio, drums.
43

Real Estate

KOPPERLD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
“mnpeterrt- Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you
LAND 13 acres, good
woven wire fence, 3/4
acre pond, 6 1t2 miles
from Murray on good
blacktop road. Good
building site. Call 436
5699.

Pioneer car stereos and speakers
you better shop
and compare prices.

World of Sound
222 S. 12th

753-5865

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising

Bakery
Department
Manager

(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars
Balloons
Pens - Matches
Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Au_dion

Big John's in Murray, Ky. has an immediate opening for a bakery department
manager. If you have experience in a
scratch bakery department and would
welcome the challenge of a management
position, we would like to talk to you. This
position offers good pay, benefits and pro
fit sharing
• - Apply in ToeirlIeri at

S.

OVER 200 CHOICE BUILDING SITES
ON LAKE BARKLEY-NEAR CADIZ. KW
SOLD AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUM BIDS-NO RESERVES
Sat . August 9 at 10 00 A M
Visit the Sales Office on Hwy 68. weu of Cadiz
On Weekends-9 00 to 4 00
he Ifec FOIM,C4914C.-••411
. kke-,a4mMoLaFkkokl
•-•

óJJJectIovh.o.WK.

Big John's

WAN T
'wsos STATI HWY 31, /

Murray, Ky.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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WE

Real Estate
need

fisfTngs

we

have buyers
Wilson
Real Estate 753 3268

44. Lots for Sale
DON'T miss this opportunity to own 5 wooded
litres only 1/2 mile
from lake. The location
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
All it takes is a small
down payment and $141
per month for 36
months. This is at the
low interest rate of 89
owner financing. Ken
Shores Estates.
753-7531.
Price reduced on
nice 2 & /
1
2 acre
wooded lot. 4 mi.
east of Murray turn
on McDougal Rd.

753-9572
45. Farms for Sale
Approx 30 ACRES,
some timber, mostly
tillable. 7 miles north of
Murray. Call 753-2861

49. Used Cars
1982 Camaro Z-28. 42.000
mi., loaded. T-tops,
excellent condition. Call
489-2788.
1982 MAZDA CLC, good
condition. $2.300 Phone
436-4503 after 5p.m or
753-8742.
1984 DATSUN 300ZX,
blue, ac, amifm
stereo, 14,000 actual
miles. Call 753-9240.
1984 NISSAN Maxima.
mist blue, low mileage.
extra nice. -Price 'reduced, must sell. Call
753-6836 evenins.
1985 GMC S'15, $5500.
1974 455 Formula, like
new. 1979 Chrysler New
Yorker. $2800. Honda
50, $200. 1985 Yamaha 80
4 -wheeler. $750. Piano
$100- Call, 759-9673 _ or
753-6438.
'65 MUSTANG. runs
great, body & interior in
good condition. Call
492-8466 after 5p.m.

Look ,
Need Car
Good, Bad,

50

Used Trucks

GMC heavy duty
pickup, runs good, new
paint job
$495
Must
sell Call 759-1812.
1968 CHEVROLET 1/2
ton. ps, pb, factory air.
camper & cattle rack
included, $6 5 O. '74
Chevrolet 1/2 ton. ps.
tilt, pb, air. $1350 or
both for $1850. Call
753-3145 or 753-8756
1970 eHEVY Station
wagon, good condition,
$600 Call 753.50314.
'77 FORD Econoline 150
window van, ps pb ac,
stereo throughout van.
Excellent condition. Call
after 2p.m. 753-4339.

POUR

1982 Toyota tong
bed pickups
each
equipped with . 5 speed
transmission for super
mileage
$2700 each.
Call 753 7114 for in
,formation or see at
Murray Nissan

Chrysler Dodge, 604 S.
12th St.
SHARP 1979 \CJ 7 jeep
V 8, 3 speed
tops, new

With

hard

tires
wheels, Sanyo 'stereo.
753 7161.
WRECKER '69 Chevy
3/4 ton, electric winch,
good condition, needs
motor. Call 436 2796

46. Homes for Sale
2 BEDROOM, well inNo Credit
sulated. frame, near
lake, wood stove, ref.,
No. Int.
range.. _ washer, carpet5 1
storm & screens.
Campers
Bankrupt
$21,000. 502-376-2379.
NI' I% 21 Class A motor
3 BEDROOM house, full We carry the note
home, good conon
----basement --and- WataIrs,
('all 753-4808.
Call Sammy
7 rooms, gas heat,
e."
PICKUP camper.
glassed in porches.
'
`
's 753-6448
stove, refrigerator.
Good location, close to
electric monomatic
town and hospital. 66 NOVA, 4 door, 6 toilet.
intercom. Call
CotIld be fixed up for cylinder, automatic. 436-2879
rental property. 753- Collectors item. Call
753-8695.
2798 Or 753-0180.
53. Services Offered
HANDY man special- 3 67 MUSTANG. $250.
2 MEN want to do yard
Call
435-4428
.
bdrm.. 2 bath, full
basement, good sound
79 RED Trans Am, work. Tree trimming.
home, upper 30's. 4 extra sharp, many ex- removal of unwanted
bdrm.. brick, 2 bath, tras. Call 753-9593_ . or trees tk shrubbery, mow
yards. light hauling &
family, kitchen, great 753-5308.
sundeck, priced . in. mid FOR sale- 1979 Pontiac wood for sale. Free
40's. Ask for Bob 753- Le Mans.. Clean! Phone estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
1492 Century- 21 Loretta 753-4647.
ALL type masonry
Jobs Realtors.
MUST sell '79 Malibu.
LOG home on Ky. Lake. '80 -AMC Spirit. sharp. work. block, brick.
approximately 2625. sq. Come see, make Offer. concrete. driveways.
- sidewalks. 'patios, house
ft., 2 story with full Call 489-2266
- •
fOundations, new
basement, large deck &
chimneys or chimney
porch. Extra lot. Great 50
Used Trucks
repair. 25 years ex
house for large family. 1984 NISSAN
King Cab perience. 'Free es'-.
Must sell. 436-2573 after Deluxe;
40.000 mi.. 5 timates. Call Chattel.
;
/3p.m. or weekends.
speed... air, extra - Barnett
753-5476.
MOVING !•, Bright, wheels, exten
ded - APPLIANCE
repair.
cheery. 3 BR, l'lit warranty & more
washers- dryers bath, central heat 'air. $6.600. 753-3387.
refrigerators, ranges storm windows, wood 1974
FORD E Sue Call air cond. George
tiodge
stove, dishwasher, new 753-5933
& Son. 10 Dixieland
roof, large family room.
Shopping Center 753deck beneath trellis. 1982 11-1AZDA L W B
4669.
asparagus bed, spac- $2975. Call 753-5260
ious garden. 9 . acres.
North Calloway.
$35,500. Kopperud
Realty or 753-5812.
'SWF, remodeled, 2
story' older home on 1
acre lot _within five
miles of town_ Large
pool and deck with
satellite. $31,000. Call
753-6185.
REMODELED 3 licIrm.
home w;vinyl siding,
carport & attached
storage building. 2 cell•
ing fans, gas heat and
1 2 basement. Priced

in 30's. 753-1500.
47. Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA 750
Virago, like new. Call
759-1631.
1985 YAMAHA three
wheeler 200-E, shift
drive reverse, trailer
hitch, racks. $1000. Call
437-4449.
1986 ATC 250R 3 wheeler. Call after
5p.m. 753.5624.
49. Used Cars
1970 CAMARO Super
Sport, blue, sharp with
lots of extras. Call
492-8466 after 5p.m.
1971 4-DOOR Olds Delta
88, runs good. $250.
Must sell. Call 759-1812.
1973 MERCURY 4-dr..
air. stereo. 94xxx mi..
excellent condition.
$545. Call 753-8115.
1973 MUSTANG
Grande, bucket seats,
vinyl top, V•8. AT..
P.S.. P.B., wire spokes,
good condition. $1250.
Call 753-3648 after 6p.m.
1976 BUICK Regal. red
with white landau top.
sun roof, all extras.
90,000 miles. $2200. 7534358 after 5p.m.
1976 OLDS Cutlass. 2
door, $750. Call 437-4449.
1977 CAMARO. T•tops,
ps, air, 65,000 miles.
Can be seen at 1407 Vine
St.
1977 PONTIAC Grand
Prix. fully equipped.
Call 762-6
after 5..m
1
•
•
Ma bu 0
1
• Caprice, one owner, tilt.
cruise, air, power. Call
753-2521.
1980 DATSUN 280
ZX-22, fully equipped.
$5,200. Call Blue & Gray
Marine. Call 901-642.
• 9222.
1981 CHEVY Chevette, 4
door hatchback, auto, tilt
wheel, power and air.
59.000 miles. AlS17FM
radio, like new tires
Book Value $2.550. loan
value $2,300,
, Will sell today for $1995 Call 4354338 anytime
1982 13 L'ICK Park
Avenue, diesel, excellent condition Inside &
out.
pu•

Approx

&Nib:in on r.cla
6T,Ô'0 miles Asking
$4100. rall 492-8959
1982 CADILLAC Seville
Elegante, 4 •door.
AM ,FM stereo cass•
ette. 50.000 actual miles
Call 753-10240

53

tam

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $74,500. Owner
will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Services Offered

Factory. authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves. dishwashers. re•
frigerators. etc Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341_
.„
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool, 23 years
experience P
service Bobby Hoppe
Bob's Appliance
vice, 202 s. 5th St.
Business 753-4872. 4365848 'hornet.
CARPET installation.
professional service.
Also repairs „Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry. painting. Big or
small we do it all
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates
489-2663.
11 A 1,'
S
Ind°'ve
Cleaning Residential.
commercial, one & two
'skirl. 'References. 10';
Senior Citizen discount.
753-9873 or 436-5836.
DOWNEY'S Cement
Finishing. 17 years
experience„ .Free estimates. Call 753-8543 or
753-1209.

FENCE. sales at Sears
nom, ran Sears -7532310
for free estimate for
your needs.

53. Services

Offered

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
15 years experience
Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,

EENHOUSES and
sun rooms, starting
with your patio foundation. Enjoy the outside
all year. Custom built
energy saver homes.
Contracted or hourly. Solar home builders.
Tripp Williams 753-0563.
Mcknight r Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753.7528.

Randy
Thornton
Inc.
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters, Vinyl &
Aluminum Siding.
'Commercial Siding
Free Estimates

753-8181

AUCTION

building, remodeling, storage
buildings, driveway
sealing. For all your
building & home repairs
call Duncan's Construction 474-8000.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free

Call after tip m 753-0804
Jess B Young
SEWING Machine Er pair
All makes and
models
Home ar Industrial
Bag closing
machines
Also scissor
'sharpening
40 y
expel-ten. e
All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
BarnhIll. 753-2674

Stella Ks

PAINTIN= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential. Free estimates, References. 25
years. ex_pe_rience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987

SMALL
CARPENTRY
?JOBS

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753-0089
WILL break or bush hog
gardens ('all 753-5463 or

753-0144
5511.1. do

bushhogging
and order gardens Call
753.55911

753-9440

sl'M VIER is the time to
either deadwood, or

WET BASEMENT' "-

remove diseased an•
d or unwanted trees
Epr all 'our needs- call
Hover'
Tree Service.
the professionals at
753-0338

make wet basemen'.
dry
Work complete:.
guaranteed. Call
•
write Morgan Cur,
struction Co_ Rt 2. Box
409A, Paducah. KN.
42001 or call 1-442-7020 •

Onuor•sb

,-

CUSTOM°KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•,..r

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD CARINETS & e
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Chem
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES g
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE MIKES Drop Cy S See Our Display
- •

9

•
•
•

estimate.

•409 Sunbury Circle
940•
•••••••• OOOOOOOO753-5
OOO •.

HOUSE AND LOT
FOR SALE BY OWNER

TTF:P,ING by Sears.
Sears continuoirs gutter-') installed for your
specifications.'
Sears 753-2310 for
estimate.

call
free

HAMILTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinks.
panels. custorn -made
vanities Free Est. 7539400.

Newly decorated inside, conveniently
located in city. Immediate possession.
Priced $32,000. Call 753-5200 or 753-6612.

Real Estate & Personal Property

Fri., Aug. 8th, 1986 at 5 p.m. at the home of Rick &
Betty
Arnett at 330 West Walnut St. in Mayfield, Ky.
Real estate consists of 2 story frame house on
app. 90x175 lot,
2 bedrooms, large kitchen, living room & bath
downstairs with 2
nice bedrooms upstairs;screehed in back porch,
lot of closet space,
.storm windows & doors, also on same lot 24x30
garage apartment
new with 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen &
bath upstairs above
2 car garage with concrete floor. Real estate
sells at 6 p.m.
Personal property: Seth Thomas mantel clock
•2 stereos•25"
color TV • magazine rack •electric stove 8z ref.
• metal cabinet
• wood breakfast set & 6 chairs• buffet • bookca
se • tin door pie
safe • Duncan Phyfe library table • hall tree
• singer sewing
machine•small desk •odd dresser•2 day beds
•King size walnut
bedroom suite • coffee & end tables • pictures
& frames • lot of
figurines • tea pitchers • glass & china • odd
dishes • kerosene
heater • fruit jars • wall mirror • oriental type
rug • 15' chest
freezer • garden tiller • blackboard, paneling
& blandex.

Other items not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not respons
ible
for accidents.
Real Estate Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale. Balanc
e

in 30 days with passing of deed.
Auction held jointly with Town & Country Real Estate
.915 Paris
Rd., Mayfield 247-4040. Joan Milburn, Broker.

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

45

OFFICE FURNITURE:2oak desks * 21 metal desks * approximately 150 office chairs (several swivel some straight)
• desk files • IBM tab files. 35 seconds • 4 tt shelving
• 8 tt shelving • fling cabinets • carpeted shelf units
* 2 oak show cases * 12 tt portable bar 8. 6 stools *
office valet's • 1 lot of trash cans * thermofax copy
machines • 4 legged straight tables. some with drawers
• wood pigeon hole cabinets • pricing machines * pop
corn popper
ANTIQUE TOOLS AND COLLECTIBLES: wood plains * old
knives * straight razors * &ewer casinos • swords • 1
man saw • cross cut saw • brace 8. bits * punches •
star drills * hand drills • block 8. line * tape and die sets
• wrenches * shovels • picks and wooden handles •
bolts • nuts • nails and etc • antique wood cook stove
• iron skillets • other iron cookware * 1914 air corn
pressor • wine press • dough tray • smell wash kettle

•stainless steel bucket & vat • 1 lot of pewelry
holders.
* watch boxes • pipe bores a flea market merchandiser,.

HARDWARE Red Devil floor mount paint shaker a odd lot
of plumbing fixtures some galvanized some brass a 2 peg
boards * display units • heavy duty 8 in stove pipes and
elbow • assorted lot of roll plastic and fittings a odd lot
of hardware merchandise • Kurfees all purpose paint all
colors) • oil base
NOTE Reason for selling Turner Industries has pur
chased Mr Keen's budding, I, Wingo. Kentucky, and
had to vacate. We have moved the merchandise at
this location to WI at public auction
- HOBENT KEEN, Owner * Route
4. Mayfield.
Kentucky * Phone 376-2022.

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons

to
ington. Turn on 564 South. Watch for auction signs.Mill seU some
good antiques, furniture, good glass & china.
Oak wash stand • oak desk • oak swivel chair • oak
bed • oak
curved front.china cabinet•oak slant top desk •oak gentle
man's
slipper chair•old mantel clock•3 walnut chairs•wicker
baskets
• odd chest • old quilts • fireplace mantle • double weddin
g ring
quilt•quilt tops•afgan•lining•doilies•tapestry' unusua
l swiss
made key wind #3 Moris pocket watch • Elgin pocket
watch •old
jewelry•jewelry boxes•English Gorham 8 place setting
54 pieces
including servers•sterling flatware in beautiful tarnish
proof case
•5 sterling silver serving pieces•U.S. Zoned Germa
ny Tin Turkey
Toy •Coca Cola clock •tins• brass pieces•advertising
beer box
•old toys•post cards•3albums•advertising materi
al•whiskey
bottles•cigar press•fiesta pieces•Holland stonew
are•old dated
boxes•occupied Japan pieces•76 piece red wing bob
white dishes
including cookie jar, bread tray, shakers, pitchers
& casserole
disheC butler hour devo • Jewel T including recipe book,
depression glass in pink, green & red•8 place setting Germa
ny bone china
•Barvarian•Roseville•Hiell & McCoy pieces•cookie
jars•pattern glass • cut glass • crystal berry set • crystal cake
plates •
lots of other good glassware •old stamps,* old books set
•
of dinnerware • cooking utensils • Tupperware • fruit jars
• Sears
Whirlpool bath• humidifier • pressure cooker• pressure
canner
• electric scrubber • food processor • scales • 3 bar
stools •
Kroehler couch & chair•plat%•double wide dresser•
fold up bed
• washer & dryer • ref. • electric stove • small table &
chairs •
odd beds •odd chairt•nice Sears electric start riding
mower •
garden tiller•circle saw • jig saw •sander•router &
bits•drill
motor•chain saw •step ladder•hand tools•till box •
wheel barrow •lawn mower for parts•wheel chair•walker"Coleman stave
& lantern • camera • binoculars • table lamps • vanity
lamps •
1973 Dodge Maxi Van 318 V-8 engine.

(OWES KY 674 5659. 674 5854
Licensed in KY & TENN
F
.1 IJV,il, ei'O.°
74 riii80
AlIt t1ONEIR a REM ESTATE BROKER

Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
'responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more infort
naUbn
itoy•nbrf8014ton needs phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove. Ky.

0.0.• trams 074 5854
A111 I 10".il IR iv RIM ISTATI RROKIR
1..o. I mei, 851 3667 AUcTIONt FR

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

F minty Oriented

30 Years Experience

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicars•Mairitenance

Office Furniture * Antique Tools
* Hardware Items *

Fonnly Owned

753-9224

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Estate Auction

SERVICE doesn't cost it PAYS'

Services Offered
HOOFINI; lir home repair I•.ree estimates

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

N\.1a1

Sat.. Aug. 9th, 19146 10:00 a.m. at the late Mr. Louis
Williams
home. From Murray, Ky. take Highway 94 West almost to Tri
City, Ky. Turn north on 584. From Mayfield take 121 South
Farm-

OM

Installing
city
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
types
backhoe
work.

hauling

in Pryorsburg, Kentucky

Fred Nester. 247 5752 APP AUCTIONEER
Was,. 614 5580 APP AUCTIONEER

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

115 South 13th Strket.,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
9
502-753-3492

HOt SE

53

5668.

Call 759 1600
MOWING.

Services Offered

ROOFING. Siding,
Concrete work. Additions, Painting.
General Carpentry

Metal & Shingles
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding
Free estimates

bushes & trees pruned
or removed, spray unwanted weeds, etc. Call
759-4808 or 759-9661 7
evenings per week_
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break.
-fix.- Call -436,
2868 evenings.

53

Irrepalson Resalantral
Commercial. residential
Large or
CAMPBELL WELL
small
30 years exDRILLING
perience Call 753-1537
McKanzo,
MOniLE HOM7
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
Specialist Repair and
901
352 5704
preventative maintenFres Estimates
ance
Roofs, floors,
••••..
plumbing. wiring.
hurricane straps
759-•
4850
M Oft-D Y S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery
Molony
753-8628
All work P A
guaranteed ('all 753 Free Estimates

ROOFING

Metal Roofing &

BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.

MITCHELL Paving

LEE'S C.ARPE'r
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For 'a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating,
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

mall. 474-4057. -

First Quality pointed 142.00
per square. Galvanitisd
$32.00 per square. Full 30"
coverer,. Pay only for what
you gel. 5 V Metal In standard lengths of S26.95 per
square.
Toll Free In Ky.
100-633-3245.
Free delivery 25
squares and

53 Services Offered

JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs_
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10'' below
surface. Call 753-0366

roofing, siding_ NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. liays 753-6973.
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience Roofing &
painting. indoor & outdoor: Odd jobs. No job

Siding-factory Direct

53. Services Offered

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1231
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer

SATURDAY, AUGUST 9,

Real Estate & Auction
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Four bedroom home in Canterbury Estates
Al bedrooms have walk-in closets, large and
lovely den with wet bar. Reduced to mid
$80's 753 1222.

•
Three bedroom home plus study located on
Canterbury Central gas heat, well-planned
kitchen, lovely shaded backyard Reduced
to $82.000

Fresh on the market is this lovely three
with central gas heat fenc
ed backyard and attractive landscaping

bedroom home

$63,500.

Large and roomy family home fresh on
the
market. Owner's leaving town

Phone

753-1222

Gatesborough to level rn immaculate condi
non New carpeting throughout $74 500
Call today 753 1222

Home and four acres at the corner of
Wiewell Road and Johnny Robertson Road
$55,000 Additional acreage available

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

753-1222

1986
9:00 A.M. - Rain or Shine
At the junction of 1748 and Highway

AI GI ST 7. 1986
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-My Service Doesn't Cost It Pa

Lovely to look at delightful to own Three
bedroom, two bath home redecorated
recently and offered in the $50 s Newly
listed

This 3 bedroom 2 be•Vgbrick home has hee•
completely redelielikevrinside & has a new"
fenced backy,freffnth an above ground Oc,,
Priced in the 560 s

-

-

fireplaces three
bedrooms, two h -itriVethis and located on
a quiet street
at $69.500

Attractive Canterbury residence with living
room den and large recreation room Price
reduced to $72 000

Price psi lowered to 14.8 500 On this attrac
live 3 bedroom home on two acres nor
thwest of Murray Phone 753 1222

Fresh on the market

Unique

kitchen

iii

s‘Oed

Another new Rifting is this 3 bedroom. 2
bath home with covered patio for only
1313 500

this attractive 3
bedtoom home offers a good style of living
with a reasonable price $42 500

Well constructed two bedroom home on one
acre OETWE411111 $25 000 Phone Kopper.,

Realty 753 1222

711
Main

7531222
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